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Nonequilibrium gyrokinetic fluctuation theory and sampling noise
in gyrokinetic particle-in-cell simulations

John A. Krommesa�

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, P.O. Box 451, MS 28,
Princeton, New Jersey 08543-0451, USA

�Received 13 April 2007; accepted 25 June 2007; published online 6 September 2007�

The present state of the theory of fluctuations in gyrokinetic �GK� plasmas and especially its
application to sampling noise in GK particle-in-cell �PIC� simulations is reviewed. Topics addressed
include the �f method, the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for both classical and GK many-body
plasmas, the Klimontovich formalism, sampling noise in PIC simulations, statistical closure for
partial differential equations, the theoretical foundations of spectral balance in the presence of
arbitrary noise sources, and the derivation of Kadomtsev-type equations from the general
formalism. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2759879�

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently Nevins et al.1 argued that sampling noise in the
gyrokinetic �GK� particle-in-cell �PIC� simulation technique
can be problematical in certain cases. Although they did not
claim that all GK-PIC simulations are noise-dominated and
they specifically published other adequately converged
runs,2,3 various questions have been raised about their meth-
odology. It is understandable that a certain amount of confu-
sion or misunderstanding has occurred because estimates of
noise require subtle considerations of nonlinear statistical dy-
namics. Nevertheless, there is an underlying systematology.
Since the theory used by Nevins et al. was based on earlier
calculations by the present author4,5 �extended by Nevins et
al. to account for certain numerical details such as an adia-
batic species and finite-sized particles�, it seems timely to
review the foundations. Specifically, I shall focus on the ap-
plicability of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem �FDT� and
the form of the nonequilibrium spectral balance equation in
the presence of both self-consistently generated turbulence
and algorithmically induced sampling error. No attempt is
made to describe physics results from simulations or to sur-
vey analytical descriptions of specific instances of microtur-
bulence; I am concerned here with the basic theory of fluc-
tuations. An initial account of this work was given in Ref. 6.
Another review article that may provide useful background
on statistical turbulence theory is Ref. 7.

A. Introductory remarks on noise, gyrokinetics,
and the �f simulation algorithm

The importance of noise in physical systems has been
recognized for more than a century. A large amount of litera-
ture going back to Gibbs and Boltzmann8 on the statistical-
mechanical description of the many-body problem cannot be
cited here. Einstein’s insights �circa 1905� into Brownian
motion9,10 are well known. G. I. Taylor investigated turbulent
eddy motion in the atmosphere as early as 1915 �Ref. 11� and
published a fundamental paper on Brownian motion in fluid

turbulence a few years later.12 Plasma physicists are well
schooled in the kinetic-theoretical derivations of the plasma
collision operator,13 with the Klimontovich formalism14 be-
ing preferred for both its technical simplicity and physical
appeal.

The Klimontovich equation �see Sec. III B� contains all
physics of the N-body problem, but if solved rigorously pre-
sents a difficult computational problem of O�N2� and con-
tains substantial noise at short scales due to close encounters.
In the PIC method,15,16 the Coulomb interaction is regular-
ized at short distances �equivalent to considering a charge
cloud of nonzero size� in order to reduce the short-
wavelength �collisional� noise, and collective fields are cal-
culated from the charge distribution of particles deposited on
a spatial grid. The effect is to provide an O�N� integration of
the �collisionless� Vlasov equation. Of course, that equation
can be attacked by more conventional numerical methods as
well.

The Vlasov equation is a continuous partial differential
equation �PDE�. As such, it exhibits no discreteness-related
noise. However, the PIC method, being built on a collection
of discrete particles �interacting through collective fields�,
does exhibit such noise. Morse and Nielson17 described the
“full-f” PIC method by saying, “The electrons are repre-
sented by a number… of appropriately weighted simulation
particles which are initially distributed uniformly in x and
randomly in v. . . and which may be thought of as random
Lagrangian mesh points imbedded in a collisionless phase
fluid rather than as very large real particles.” Birdsall and
Langdon15,18 called the particles Lagrangian markers, and
emphasized that because their number is finite a kind of
Monte Carlo sampling noise is introduced into the simula-
tion. Analytical calculations of that noise �including the ef-
fects of finite-sized particles� were reported by Langdon and
Birdsall,16 who also cited successful numerical tests of the
analytical formula �Eqs. �26a� and �26b��. Use of the FDT for
such calculations was described by Langdon18 and Birdsall
and Langdon.15

With the development of nonlinear gyrokinetics19–21 and
the advent of GK particle simulation20 in the early 1980s, ita�Electronic mail: krommes@princeton.edu
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became necessary to extend noise calculations to the GK
context. Krommes’s calculations of GK noise in plasmas
consisting of discrete gyrocenters4,22,23 will be described in
Sec. III. A distinct problem is posed by the �f-PIC
algorithm24–27 for solving the GK equation �GKE�. That is
also a smooth PDE. However, when PIC methods are used to
solve the equation, Monte Carlo sampling again leads to
noise quite similar to the discreteness effects that arise in
many-body plasmas. This was clarified by Aydemir28 and Hu
and Krommes.5 The latter authors also performed a
Klimontovich-based analytical calculation of �f sampling
noise.

In the �f method, the distribution function f is written as
an analytically known reference distribution f0 plus a
correction29 �f: f = f0+�f , and only �f is solved for numeri-
cally. �In practice, a dimensionless “particle weight” w is
evolved, as will be described below.� In a PIC algorithm, the
�f decomposition obviates the need to sample f0, thereby
substantially reducing the sampling noise for a given number
of samples.30 Unfortunately, in strictly collisionless simula-
tions a fundamental difficulty emerges: The mean-square
weight W� �w2� �I use � for definitions� grows indefinitely
with time31 �for fixed background gradient�.32 Krommes and
Hu33 called this phenomenon the entropy paradox, since it is
impossible to achieve a truly steady-state simulation in the
face of an evolving �w2�, yet “steady-state” fluxes of par-
ticles and heat were routinely quoted from such simulations.
Krommes and Hu argued �and demonstrated with examples�
that a small amount of collisional dissipation would resolve
the paradox, since that dissipation may remain nonzero even
as the limit of zero collisionality is approached. Steady-state
entropy balances have been subsequently verified numeri-
cally by34 Watanabe and Sugama35 and Candy and Waltz.36

Simple estimates25,28 �refined by Hu and Krommes5� and
simulations show that the intensity of sampling noise scales
with W. It is thus clear that simulations in which W grows
indefinitely37 will have problems with signal-to-noise ratio at
long times; the only questions are the size of the effect and
whether one can extract useful information at intermediate
times, before the signal is either swamped or eliminated38 by
the sampling noise. Nevins et al. made detailed calculations
of sampling noise that agreed very well with simulations. In
spite of that agreement, however, their results �which showed
that certain simulations could be noise-dominated� were
questioned on the grounds that formulas derived for near-
thermal equilibrium were unjustifiably applied to a turbulent,
nonequilibrium regime. That brings us to the fundamental
question addressed in this review: What are the structure and
implications of the nonequilibrium spectral balance equation
in the presence of both self-consistent turbulence and sam-
pling noise? In order to answer it, I shall provide an intro-
ductory tour through statistical fluctuation theory, including
its relatively recent applications to gyrokinetics.

It is, of course, of great interest to develop numerical
algorithms that cure the problem of growing weights, and
various approaches have been suggested.39–42 Although a re-
view of modern simulation methodology would be very use-

ful, the length constraint precludes such a discussion here.
Instead, I focus on theoretical techniques relating to the cal-
culation of statistical noise.

B. Spectral balance: Basic concepts

Before delving into systematic formalism, I shall give a
brief and nonrigorous introduction to some important issues
relating to spectral balance, beginning with basic definitions.
Assume that the turbulent fluctuations are statistically homo-
geneous �at least locally�. Let Ck�t , t�� be the two-time cor-
relation function of fluctuations ��k of a Fourier amplitude
�k such as the electrostatic potential �k: Ck�t , t��
= ���k�t���k

*�t����Ck�� �T�, where �� t− t� and T�
1
2 �t+ t��.

��k might be a distribution function, in which case it would
depend on velocity. I do not indicate that detail in this sec-
tion.� The wave-number spectrum is then Ck�t��Ck�t , t�
=Ck�0 � t�. In a statistically steady state, Ck�t� is independent
of t and Ck�t , t��=Ck���.43 More generally, one may assume
that Ck�� �T� depends weakly on T; I usually do not indicate
that dependence explicitly. Because of turbulent mixing, one
expects that Ck��� should fall rapidly to zero as ���→�. Thus
one assumes that Ck��� is integrable. This guarantees that the
temporal Fourier transform exists and permits introduction of
the frequency spectrum, Ck����	−�

� d� ei��Ck��� �thus
Ck�t�= �2��−1	−�

� d� Ck����. The requirement that the time-
lagged correlation function decays at ±� precludes singulari-
ties of Ck��� on the real frequency axis, i.e., contributions of
the form ���� or ���−	k�.

The level of fluctuations at a specified k and � is set by
a competition between forcing and damping. The equation
that determines the result of that competition is called the
spectral balance equation. In steady state, one way of ex-
pressing it �for more discussion, see Sec. IV� is

Ck��� = Rk���Fk���Rk
*��� , �1�

where the forcing function Fk is the covariance of “incoher-
ent” or “bare” fluctuations and the response or damping
function Rk will be discussed in more detail shortly. Funda-
mental discussion on the interpretation of Eq. �1� was given
by Kraichnan44 in the context of his direct-interaction ap-
proximation �DIA�. Rk

−1 is closely related to the dielectric
function D�k ,��.45 For the present qualitative discussion it is
adequate to write

Ck��� =
Nk���

�D�k,���2
, �2�

where Nk���
Fk���. Thus an interpretation of Eq. �1� is that
the dielectric properties of the turbulent medium shield bare
fluctuations, giving rise to the observable spectrum. This
concept is well known in the context of test-particle methods
in elementary plasma kinetic theory,46 where Nk is related to
the Cerenkov emission, but it also applies to turbulent situa-
tions. The distinction is that whereas the point structure and
free-streaming motion of a test particle are known, in turbu-
lence the bare fluctuations arise from various nonlinear pro-
cesses that must be determined self-consistently.

Because Ck��� decays at infinity, one deduces that
D�k ,�� has no zeros on the real � axis; the assumptions of
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steady state and causality preclude zeros in the upper half of
the � plane. Thus all collective modes should be damped,
not marginally stable. Jenkins and Lee47 have studied a
model in which modes approach marginal stability as the
nonlinearities saturate. Although instructive, such models do
not capture some important characteristics of a truly turbu-
lent steady state, so should be viewed with caution.

“Forcing” in this context should not be confused with
linear instability; we shall see that the usual linear growth
rate �k is contained in Rk �as a negative damping�. The forc-
ing effects contained in the numerator of Eq. �2� can arise
from either �i� direct external random forcing, in which case
Fk��� is the covariance of that forcing; �ii� particle discrete-
ness effects �which are a special kind of “external” forcing
because the point structure of a particle is not modified by
the turbulence�; �iii� the nonlinear beating of fluctuations at
other wave numbers �p and q� and frequencies ��� and ���;48

or �iv� additional sources of noise such as Monte Carlo sam-
pling error.5,28 Discussion of the role and calculation of sam-
pling error is the ultimate goal of this article.

The total damping arises from both linear response and
turbulent mixing �which may also include effects due to dis-
crete particles and sampling errors�. A basic model for Rk
includes a linear frequency 	k, a linear growth rate �k, and a
nonlinear “coherent” �possibly complex� damping rate �k

nl:

�tRk�t;t�� + �i	 − �k�Rk + �k
nlRk = ��t − t�� . �3�

Thus in steady state ��k
nl constant in time� Rk���= �−i��

+ i�k��−1, where �k�Re�k
nl−�k+ i�	k+Im �k

nl�. One sees
that nonlinearity works to defeat linear growth; it can also
give rise to a frequency shift. Turbulent line broadening
arises from Re �k=Re �k

nl−�k.
Rk��� is related to the transient response of the turbulent

system to small perturbations. A spatially homogeneous sys-

tem subjected to a statistically sharp forcing f̂k�t� will exhibit

a causal response ��̃k�t�=O� f̂k�. That response is random
�indicated by the tilde�, reflecting the nonlinear stochastic
properties of the background turbulence. On the average, one
has

���k�t�� = 

−�

t

dt�Rk
�1��t;t�� f̂k�t��

+
1

2



−�

t

dt�dt��
�

Rp,q
�2�*�t;t�,t�� f̂p

*�t�� f̂q
*�t�� + ¯ ,

�4�

where �� signifies the sum over all wave-number triads such
that k+p+q=0.49 This expansion defines a series of Taylor
coefficients or response functions R�n�. The first-order coef-
ficient, which describes the response to a sharp impulse, is
called the infinitesimal response function; it is the same R
encountered in Eq. �1�: Rk�Rk

�1�. �This clarifies why R and
D−1 are intimately related.� In steady state, causality guaran-
tees that Rk���
H���, where H��� is the unit step function.
One expects that turbulent mixing causes Rk��� to decay as
�→�. For that to be true, one must have Re �k

nl�k.50 This
ensures that Rk��� is analytic in the upper half-plane.

It is crucially important to distinguish between the “lin-
ear” dielectric function D�0� and the fully nonlinear dielectric
D.7 This distinction may be confusing because D−1 is an
infinitesimal response function that describes first-order re-
sponse to external forcing; thus one might ask, Why are not
all dielectrics “linear”? The well-known answer is that lin-
earity is with respect to the forcing, not the background tur-
bulence. The properties of that turbulence can be fully de-
scribed only by terms through all orders in the nonlinear
coupling. By definition, the linear dielectric D�0� ignores the
nonlinearity altogether. It is very difficult to fully determine
the complete D, but its basic properties can be understood by
referring to the model �3� for Rk���. Since Re �k

nl�k, one
sees that the zero of D�k ,��
Rk

−1��� indeed lies in the lower
half of the � plane even though for linear instability ��k0�
the zero of D�0� is in the upper half-plane �see Fig. 1�.

So far I have focused on the discussion about nonlinear
damping on frequency-dependent dielectric response, a topic
familiar to plasma physicists. But there is a simpler way of
understanding the essence of spectral balance that
proceeds from the time-dependent equation for a nonstation-
ary Ck�t�. One has �tCk�t , t�= ��tCk�t , t��+�tCk�t� , t��t�=t

=2 Re��tCk�t , t���t�=t. The last derivative can be evaluated
from the two-time spectral balance �the inverse Fourier trans-
form of Eq. �1�� written in the form R−1C�t , t��
=	−�

t� dt̄ Fk�t , t̄�Rk
*�t� ; t̄�. If one idealizes Fk�t , t�� as white

noise, i.e., Fk�t , t��=2Fk��t− t�� �Fk0�, the final result is

�tCk�t� = 2�kCk − 2 Re �k
nlCk + 2Fk. �5�

In steady state, this reduces to the balance51

�6�

Because Fk �a positive-definite variance� and Ck are positive,
one sees that the nonlinear damping rate must inevitably be
larger than the linear growth rate if incoherent forcing exists
at all. That is virtually always the case in realistic situations,
so models that ignore incoherent forcing must be viewed
skeptically.

C. Outline of the article

Given the spectral function Ck, one can calculate trans-
port coefficients or fluxes. �In detail, one requires cross cor-

FIG. 1. Zeros of the steady-state dielectric function D�k ,�� for turbulence
always lie in the lower, stable half of the frequency plane �filled circle�, even
though zeros of the linear approximation D�0��k ,�� lie in the upper half-
plane for linearly unstable modes �cross�. Nonequilibrium spectral balance
must be formulated in terms of D, not D�0�. For a given wave number, the
nonlinear damping �k

nl is always greater than the linear growth rate �k.
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relations if � is a fluid variable; the present terse notation
does not distinguish the possibly tensor character of C.� A
basic goal is to assess how the spectral level �and thus the
size of the transport coefficients� depends on various effects
such as an increase in sampling error. Naively, one might
think that more noise would imply more total transport, but
that does not necessarily follow because the spectral balance
equation is in general highly nonlinear �both �nl and F are
functionals of R and C� and assessing the result of the bal-
ance between nonlinear forcing and nonlinear damping �in
the face of energy conservation for the nonlinear contribu-
tions to the wave-number-integrated spectrum� is nontrivial.
In the remainder of the article I shall address various facets
of such analysis. In Sec. II I describe the �f algorithm in the
context of PIC simulation. In Sec. III I briefly review classi-
cal results on discreteness-induced fluctuations. In Sec. IV I
touch on the opposite extreme of fluctuations in continuous
PDEs with smooth initial conditions; that gives rise to clas-
sical statistical turbulence theory.52 In Sec. V I mention the
beautiful formalism of Rose53 that allows discrete and con-
tinuous effects to be treated on equal footing. I also show
how to derive from the general structure the simple model
spectral balance equation discussed by Kadomtsev,54 the
proper interpretation of which has generated some contro-
versy. �I propose a minor variant of that equation, but its
essential content is preserved.� In Sec. IV I attempt to apply
the general results to the �f-PIC problem. Although certain
technical details have not been fully analyzed at this point,
the broad outline of the theory is clear and would appear to
support the basic analyses by Nevins et al. I review the vari-
ous issues and results in Sec. VII. �It would likely be useful
for the reader to peruse that discussion now before tackling
the detailed mathematics to follow.� Several appendices com-
plete the article.

II. THE �f EQUATIONS AND PIC SIMULATION

Let us assume that we are to solve the collisionless ki-
netic equation

�t f�z,t� − L̂f + �z · �V�f�f� = 0. �7�

Here z is the collection of independent variables �e.g.,
�R ,� ,v� in gyrokinetics, where R is the gyrocenter position,
� is the magnetic moment, and v is the velocity parallel to

the magnetic field�, L̂ is a linear operator �e.g., L̂=−v��,
brackets denote functional dependence, and V�f� is a linear
functional of f �so the product V�f�f describes a quadratic
nonlinearity�. The GK-Poisson system can be written in this

form with V= �V̄E ,qE /m� and55 �z= ��� ,�v
�. Covariant no-

tation is sometimes useful,56 but is unnecessary here.

A. �f versus �f

In the �f method, one writes29

f = f0 + �f , V = V0 + �V , �8�

where f0 is an arbitrary reference distribution that is assumed
to be known and to obey

��t − L̂�f0 + �z · �V0�f0�f0� = − S , �9�

thus defining the sink function S. �It is frequently assumed
that f0 satisfies the kinetic equation �7�, in which case S
vanishes.� One readily finds

��t − L̂��f + �z · �V0�f� + �z · ��Vf0� + �z · ��V�f� = S .

�10�

I shall call Eq. �10� the “�f equation”; it is the funda-
mental PDE that is to be solved. Before discussing in Sec.
II B the PIC method for its approximate numerical solution,
let me contrast Eqs. �9� and �10� with the closely related
equations used in the statistical theory of turbulence.7 There
f is treated as a random variable57 and decomposed into its
mean and fluctuating parts:

f = �f� + �f . �11�

The mean field obeys

��t − L̂��f� + �z · ��V��f�� + �z · ��V�f� = 0, �12�

and subtracting this from Eq. �7� yields

��t − L̂��f + �z · ��V��f� + �z · ��V�f��

+ �z · ��V�f − ��V�f�� = 0. �13�

The role of the ��V�f� term in Eq. �13� is to ensure that Eq.
�13� maintains the exact result ��f�=0, which is a basic con-
sequence of the decomposition �11�. I shall call Eq. �13� the
“�f equation.”

If one compares Eq. �9� with Eq. �12� and also compares
Eq. �10� with Eq. �13�, one sees that their forms would be
identical if one were able to interpret f0= �f� and �f =�f and
were able to identify the sink S with the divergence of the
generalized flux �� ��V�f�. However, this is not possible in
general. Frequently S vanishes �e.g., if one uses a Maxwell-
ian distribution for f0�. However, �z ·� does not always van-
ish. Suppose, for example, that in gyrokinetics the parallel

nonlinearity �E�v
�f is ignored. Then �→ ��V̄E�f�, a turbu-

lent E�B flux. The divergence �� ·� would vanish if sta-
tistical homogeneity obtained in all directions. However, al-
though that can be arranged for flux-tube simulations, it is
not the case for global simulations with radially varying pro-
files. Indeed, it is that nonzero divergence that is responsible
for the evolution of background profiles.

The implication of this observation is that the statistical
mean of �f does not vanish in general: ��f��0; that is,
�f ��f �and, hence, f0� �f�, which means that f0 is not the
steady-state background distribution�. This is unfortunate
and must be remembered when attempting to interpret the
simulation results analytically. Martin, Siggia, and Rose re-
marked in their fundamental paper on nonlinear statistical
dynamics58 that “Virtually no one does not take �the� first
step” of writing the �f equation and the equation for the
second cumulant ��f�f�. But the �f method takes a different
first step.
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B. The �f-PIC algorithm

Various techniques have been proposed and explored for
the solution of the GKE for �f . The one of interest here is
again called “particle-in-cell,” although “gyrocenter-in-cell”
would be more appropriate.

Many discussions of the �f-PIC method preserve the
full-f phraseology by referring to the particles as markers
�“samplers” might be better�. Note that for �f the collection
of markers no longer represents the dependent variable, even
approximately. Instead, one adds the concept of a marker
weight w that measures the value of �f on a Lagrangian
trajectory. That weight replaces the effective charge em-
ployed by Morse and Nielson. The proper treatment of
marker weights lies at the core of the �f-PIC algorithm.59

But the basic estimate that the �f Monte Carlo sampling
noise scales with �w2� should already be clear at this point.

Various interpretations of the weight function have been
given in the literature, and certain confusions have arisen.
For example, some authors have written

�f�z,t� 
�
i

wi�t��„z − z̃i�t�… , �14�

where i labels the markers. �The definition of, and equation
for, the weight w will be discussed in Sec. III D 3.� However,
the �f of Eq. �10� is a smooth field, so the representation
�14� cannot be literally correct. One is specifically not study-
ing a many-body plasma, which is properly represented by a
singular density �see Sec. III B below�, but rather the GKE
for a smooth distribution. If such an equation were solved
exactly, no discreteness-related noise would emerge �al-
though collective fluctuations would; see Sec. IV�. It is im-
portant to distinguish the equation that is being solved from
the various approximate methods of solution. �Of course,
these remarks apply as well to full-f PIC.� To this end, con-
sistent interpretations of the �f-with-PIC algorithm were
given by Aydemir28 and Hu and Krommes;5 for more discus-
sion, see Sec. III D. Those insights are directly relevant to
the analytical calculation of noise due to sampling error.

III. DISCRETENESS-INDUCED FLUCTUATIONS

Before we deal with the nuances of Monte Carlo sam-
pling errors in continuum PDEs, it is useful to recall basic
results on fluctuations due to particle discreteness.

The simplest case of the mean-square fluctuations of par-
ticle number in an ideal gas is discussed in several pedagogi-
cal ways by Landau and Lifshitz.60 For any quantity A, de-
fine the fluctuation �A as �A�A− �A�, where the angle
brackets denote the ensemble average. Let �N be the number
of particles in a small volume element of size �V (not the
number of particles N in the entire system volume V). Then

�����N�
�N

�2� =
1

�N
. �15�

This can be recovered by introducing the microdensity
ñs�x�=�i�s��x− x̃i�, where the tildes denote random quanti-
ties and s denotes species. It is straightforward to multiply
this by ñs��x�� and average with the assumptions of uniform
background and statistical independence of distinct particles

�here we assume an ideal gas� to find that the two-point
density correlation function is61

Cs,s��x,x�� � ��ns�x��ns��x��� �16a�

= n̄s�s,s����x − x�� − V−1� . �16b�

Upon integrating over �V, one finds

����N�2� = �
s,s�


�V

dx

�V

dx�Cs,s��x,x�� �17a�

=�
s,s�

�s,s��Ns�1 −
�V

V
� , �17b�

which is approximately �N when �V�V. However, if �V is
taken to be the entire volume V, then one obtains ��N2�=0
identically; that must be true because the total number of
particles in V has been assumed to be fixed. Note that this
result does not require that either V or N approaches �.

A. Fluctuation-dissipation theorem
for plasmas

In realistic systems with interparticle forces, the particles
cannot be statistically independent. Although progress can be
made in perturbation theory when the forces are weak �i.e.,
when the plasma discreteness parameter �p�1/ n̄�D

3 �1,
where n̄�N /V is the mean density, �D�kD

−1, and kD
2

��s4��n̄q2�s /Ts�, it is useful to be aware of the exact FDT,
which holds �only� for systems in thermal equilibrium. A
thorough treatment of the classical FDT has been given by
Martin;62 for discussion more specifically relevant to plasma
physics, the book by Ecker63 is quite readable. The FDT is
obtained by considering the response to infinitesimal pertur-
bations of the Gibbs N-body distribution PN���
=Z−1 exp�−H��� /T�, where H is the Hamiltonian, � is the
collection of phase-space variables, and Z is the partition
function. Under an external force F�x , t�, let the resulting
perturbation be written as �H���=−	dx�̃�x� ·F�x , t�, where
the tilde denotes implicit dependence on �. This identifies
the appropriate state variable � conjugate to F �e.g., the
negative of the microscopic charge density �̃�x�=�iqi��x
− x̃i� is conjugate to an external electrostatic potential ��.
The perturbing force induces a mean causal response ����,
which at first order can be written in terms of a response
tensor K�x , t ;x� , t��:

�����1��x,t� = 

−�

t

dt�
 dx�K�x − x�,t − t�� · F�x�,t�� .

�18�

The FDT relates the linear response matrix K to the two-
point, equilibrium correlation tensor Ceq�x , t ,x� , t��
� ����x , t����x� , t���eq as follows. With r�x−x� and �
� t− t�, the theorem states that
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K�r,�� = − H���
1

T

�Ceq�r,��
��

. �19�

Thus, fundamentally, knowledge of equilibrium fluctuations
determines the response of small perturbations away from
equilibrium, which is reasonable. But Eq. �19� can some-
times be inverted by paying due attention to the symmetries
and other properties of linear response matrices. For the case
of scalar response �e.g., of induced charge to perturbing po-
tential�, one finds after Fourier transformation �see Appendix
A for conventions� that

Ceq�k,�� = 2T�−1 Im K�k,�� . �20�

In this case, knowledge of linear response can be used to
determine the equilibrium fluctuation spectrum. That may
seem miraculous because no assumption has been made
about the strength of the interparticle coupling; Eq. �20� is
valid for strongly coupled plasmas, for example. But any
perceived paradox can be resolved by noting that “linear”
means “to first order in the perturbing force,” not “to first
order in the coupling”; terms of all orders in the interparticle
potential are required to determine the forms of both K
and C.

Let us deduce K for an electrostatic plasma. Now the
dielectric function64 D�k ,�� is defined such that a small ex-
ternal potential ��ext creates in the plasma a total mean po-
tential �including ��ext� of value ����tot�k ,��
=D−1�k ,����ext�k ,��. To obtain the induced response �po-
larization� of the particles that is required by linear response
theory, one must subtract ��ext to find ����ind= �D−1

−1���ext. Upon using Poisson’s equation to replace ����ind

by ����ind, one identifies the charge-density response func-
tion as

K���k,�� = −
4�

k2 � 1

D�k,��
− 1� . �21�

Upon replacing the charge by the longitudinal electric field,
one is led from Eq. �20� to the familiar result

CEE�k,��
8�

= −
T

�
Im� 1

D�k,��� =
T

�

Im D�k,��
�D�k,���2

. �22�

Note that this result has the standard shielding form �2�.
It must be stressed that this exact formula is not neces-

sarily helpful, because �like all response functions K� D−1

contains terms of all orders in the fluctuations; Eq. �22� is in
general a very difficult transcendental equation for C. How-
ever, for weak coupling with T=O��p� �and for k�D=O�1�
and � /�p=O�1��, it is sufficient to use the lowest-order di-
electric D�0�, whose determination is a standard exercise in
linearized Vlasov theory. Alternatively, it is possible to inte-
grate Eq. �22� over all frequencies exactly by first noting that
a response function for stable plasma must be analytic in the
upper half of the � plane, then using the Kramers-Kronig
relations �or the methodology that leads to them�. Thus, in-
tegrate the first form of Eq. �22� over all real frequencies,

CEE�k�
8�

= 

−�

� d�

2�

CEE�k,��
8�

�23a�

=− T

−�

� d�

2�

1

�
Im� 1

D�k,��� . �23b�

If this result is to be well defined, it must be the case that the
apparent singularity at �=0 is canceled by a zero of
Im�D−1�. Thus one may proceed as follows �see Fig. 2�.
First, deform the � contour to traverse a vanishingly small
semicircle around the origin; the contribution from that con-
tour is negligible because the integrand is smooth in the vi-
cinity of �=0. Next, bring Im to the outside of the integral;
although one now has a singularity at �=0, the contour no
longer intersects it. Finally, close the contour at � and use
Cauchy’s theorem to deduce that 	C=−	A−	B. One obtains

CEE�k�
8�

=
1

2
T� 1

D�k,��
−

1

D�k,0�� . �24�

Upon using the static shielding result65

D�k,0� = 1 + kD
2 /k2 �25�

and the vacuum limit D�k ,��=1, one is led to

CEE�k�
8�

=
T/2

1 + k2�D
2 . �26a�

Equation �26a� uses the continuous spatial Fourier trans-
form. In a finite-sized periodic box, a Fourier series repre-
sentation is usually advantageous. With the conventions in
Appendix A, one has CEE�k�=VCEE,k, so a dimensionless
representation of the result �26a� is

CEE,k

8�n̄T
=

1

N

1/2

1 + k2�D
2 . �26b�

There are important lessons to be learned from Eqs.
�26a� and �26b�:

�1� At short wavelengths, the 1 in the denominator may be
neglected and Eqs. �26a� and �26b� reduce to the result
for statistically independent particles, which can be ob-
tained by proceeding from the Fourier transform of Eq.
�16b�.

�2� At long wavelengths, dielectric shielding is important.
That effect is intrinsically a nonlinear phenomenon �it
depends on corrections to the free-streaming motion of
the particles�. Exact nonlinear results in many-body
theory are rare. Thus, comparison of formula �26b� with

FIG. 2. The contour integration used to calculate the equilibrium wave-
number spectrum. The arc B is at �.
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numerical results affords an important test of the nonlin-
ear parts of a simulation code, and that has been done.66

�3� The presence of 1
2T in Eqs. �26a� and �26b� suggests a

tendency toward statistical equilibration. At long wave-
lengths, this can be quantified by considering the energy
in the normal modes. For classical equilibrium plasmas
in the electrostatic approximation, the normal modes are
the Langmuir oscillations �� ±�p.67 If one integrates
Eq. �22� over a resonance ��real� � near a complex zero
	+ i� of D��� that lies slightly below the real axis, with
�� /	��1� with the aid of the formula

1

�D�k,���2
�

1

��D�k,��/���	k

2

1

��k�
���� −	k� , �27�

one can prove that �a� the Langmuir oscillations carry all
of the fluctuation energy, and �b� each normal mode car-
ries 1

2T of energy �including both electrostatic field en-
ergy as well as mechanical sloshing�.

�4� For k�D�1, erstwhile Langmuir oscillations are heavily
�exponentially� Landau damped, so do not qualify as
normal modes. Although CEE is reduced below 1

2T, it is
not exponentially small. Hence one concludes that for
k�D�1 fluctuation energy is not carried by normal
modes; it resides merely in the unshielded fields of the
essentially independent test particles.

�5� Formula �26b� contains the factor N−1, N being the total
number of particles in the box. This may appear to differ
from �15�, which contains the number of particles �N in
a volume element much smaller than the system size.
But if one sums over all modes within a Debye sphere
�inserting a k-dependent function a to allow for the pos-
sibility of various k weightings, where a�1 for CEE�,
one finds that68 N−1��k��kD

a�k�D� / �1+k2�D
2 �=O�1/ n̄�D

3 �,
i.e., the effective �N� n̄�D

3 is of the order of the number
of particles within the Debye shielding volume. The
presence of such a shielding volume �a measure of the
total strength of the fluctuations� seems to be not univer-
sally appreciated, but it is inevitable whenever sums
over Fourier intensities are performed. Obviously a
similar shielding volume must arise in calculations of
gyrokinetic noise.1

B. Introduction to the Klimontovich formalism

So far I have discussed the consequences of the rigorous
FDT, which is valid only in thermal equilibrium. However,
fluctuations in stable plasmas that are slightly nonequilib-
rium are also of interest. The Klimontovich formalism14 is an
elegant and technically convenient way to proceed, particu-
larly for weakly coupled plasmas. I introduce the formalism
here, as it will be required in several places later in the
article.

The Klimontovich phase-space microdensity is

Ñs�z,t� �
1

n̄s
�
i�s

��z − z̃i�t�� . �28�

Here z is the collection of observer variables labeling a
single generic particle of species s, and z̃i�t� is the trajectory

of the ith particle �it is random because it evolves from a
randomly distributed initial condition�. The ensemble aver-

age of Ñ is the one-particle “distribution function” f�z , t�
= �Ñ�z , t��, normalized such that V−1	dxdv f�x ,v , t�=1; that
is, f�z , t�=VP1�z , t�, where P1 is the one-particle probability
density function �PDF�. A consequence of this normalization
is that density is obtained as ns�x , t�= n̄s	dv fs�x ,v , t�.

Time differentiation of Eq. �28� leads to the Klimontov-

ich equation �tÑ+�z · �z̃̇Ñ�=0. This form of the equation is
valid even for dissipative dynamics; however, when phase-

space volume elements are conserved, i.e., �z · z̃̇=0, one ob-
tains the possibly more familiar form

�tÑ + z̃̇ · �zÑ = 0. �29�

Equation �29� should not be confused with the Liouville
equation for the N-body PDF PN���. � is 6N-dimensional,
whereas z is 6-dimensional. More importantly, the Liouville
equation is a linear PDE, while Eq. �29� is in general non-

linear because z̃̇ in general depends on Ñ. For example, the
Klimontovich equation for an unmagnetized, electrostatic
plasma is

�tÑ�x,v,t� + v · �Ñ + �q/m�Ẽ�x,t� · �vÑ = 0, �30�

where Ẽ is obtained from the microscopic charge density �̃

=�s�n̄q�s	dv Ñs�x ,v , t� via Poisson’s equation. Thus the
Klimontovich equation for plasmas is quadratically
nonlinear,69 possessing a form generically similar to other
quadratically nonlinear equations such as the Navier-Stokes
equation. It suffers from all of the difficulties of those con-
tinuum equations �and more because of the singular initial

conditions on Ñ�. However, progress can be made in the limit
of weak coupling, �p�1.

Consider the calculation of the two-point charge-charge
correlation function ����x , t����x� , t��� �or its Fourier trans-
form, the fluctuation spectrum�. �� follows from �N. The
rigorous equation for �N is �for �E�=0�

�t�N + v · ��N + �q/m��E · �vf

= − �q/m��v · ��E�N − ��E�N�� , �31�

where f�x ,v , t�� �Ñ�x ,v , t�� is the one-particle distribution
function. When the right-hand side of Eq. �31� is neglected
�appropriate for nearly equilibrium, stable, and weakly
coupled plasmas�, one is left with

�R�0��−1�N = 0, �32�

where R�0� is Green’s function for the linearized Vlasov
equation. That R�0� emerges is the starting point for proofs of
Rostoker’s Superposition Principle70,71 and derivations of the
usual test-particle methods for evaluating weakly coupled
fluctuation spectra.46 Thus it is straightforward to find that in
the electrostatic limit
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��E�E��k,�� =
2��k�k

*

�D�0��k,���2�s

�n̄q2�s
 dv��� − k · v�fs�v� ,

�33�

where �k�−4�ik /k2 is the Fourier-space representation of
the field of a unit point charge.

Let us compare the nonequilibrium result �33� to the
equilibrium prediction �22� of the FDT. Since the electro-
static dielectric is �to lowest order in �p�

D�0��k,�� = 1 + �
s

�ps
2

k2 
 dv
k · �fs/�v
� − k · v + i�

�34�

�� being a positive infinitesimal�, one has

Im D�0� = − ��
s

�ps
2

k2 
 dv��� − k · v�k ·
�fs

�v
. �35�

The key difference is thus that the equilibrium formula in-
volves 	dv���−k ·v�k ·�vf �reflecting the fact that the dissi-
pation mechanism in the FDT involves the Landau wave-
particle resonance�, whereas the more general
nonequilibrium result involves 	dv���−k ·v�f �reflecting the
fact that the fluctuations are “Cerenkov”-emitted by the mov-
ing test particles�. In thermal equilibrium those two pro-
cesses are in balance. Upon evaluating D�0� with a Maxwell-
ian distribution function fM, one finds

CEE�k,��
8�

=�
�T�

s
� kDs

2

k2 � 
 dv��� − k · v�fM,s�v�

�equilibrium�

��
s

Ts� kDs
2

k2 � 
 dv��� − k · v�fs�v�

�nonequilibrium� .

�
�36�

Thus the nonequilibrium Klimontovich calculation reduces
correctly and simply to the prediction of the FDT. This em-
phasizes that the FDT, although important and profound, is
not required for practical calculations of discreteness effects
in stable plasmas if the assumption of weak coupling is ap-
propriate. When some researchers speak of the inapplicabil-
ity of the FDT for nonequilibrium calculations, they are re-
ferring not to the trivial differences between the equilibrium
and near-equilibrium formulas �36� but rather to the possibil-
ity that the result for C�k ,�� may be strongly modified when
the plasma is unstable and turbulent.

C. Fluctuation-dissipation theorem for gyrokinetics

Let us consider extensions of these results to gyrokinet-
ics. �In this article, I refer only to low-frequency gyrokinet-
ics: ���ci.� Modern GK theory has been recently reviewed
by Brizard and Hahm;72 some introductory remarks can be
found in Refs. 7 �Appendix C� and 73. Here I do not require
all of the �important� technology of differential one-forms,
Lie transforms, etc. However, I do need to emphasize that
gyrokinetic plasmas are distinct dynamical systems in their
own right, with their own dielectric and fluctuation proper-

ties. Specifically, a GK plasma consists of a collection of
gyrocenters moving with nonlinear E�B advection in a gy-
rokinetic vacuum4,22 possessing a nontrivial permittivity that
captures the effect of the ion polarization drift. The proper-
ties of the GK vacuum dictate that applications of
fluctuation-dissipation theory must be made with care.

1. The gyrokinetic vacuum and gyrokinetic
Poisson equation

Consider a GK plasma in thermal equilibrium. The
shielding effects of ion polarization drift lead one to cor-
rectly conclude on physical grounds that fluctuations in such
plasmas should be small relative to the classical prediction
�26a� and �26b�. But note that this result does not follow
from Eqs. �26a� and �26b� by taking, say, the limit of large
magnetic field B. Equation �24� is correct for arbitrarily mag-
netized �electrostatic� plasmas. So is Eq. �25�, which is inde-
pendent of B. �That can be understood by noting that B does
not appear in the Hamiltonian; all one-time properties of a
Gibbsian plasma are B-independent.� Thus an arbitrarily
magnetized plasma in thermal equilibrium has the wave-
number spectrum �26a� and �26b�, the size of which is not
reduced in any way by magnetic-field effects.

Although static properties of a magnetized plasma are
unaffected by the presence of a magnetic field, however
large, the time required to approach a Gibbsian state defi-
nitely does depend on B. Thus so does D�k ,��; this is well
known by students of plasma waves,74 who must wade
through a morass of Bessel functions. If one is careful, one
can exploit this fact to obtain the correct GK equilibrium
wave-number spectrum. The calculation to be described now
was first performed by Krommes et al.22 It is somewhat
clumsy and has been superseded by calculations based di-
rectly on the GKE, to be reviewed shortly. But it is instruc-
tive to extract the result from the full plasma response. Thus,
let us integrate only over frequencies such that ���ci. One
may follow the same procedure as diagrammed in Fig. 2;
however, now the closed contour B� at “�” �see Fig. 3� still
obeys �����ci. Thus all gyration harmonics except n=0 are
asymptotically small and can be dropped; call the resulting
approximation D��k ,��. Because along B���� is supposedly
large compared to any modes of interest, one may evaluate
D� at �=�, thereby obtaining22 for a Maxwellian distribu-
tion in v�

FIG. 3. Gyrokinetic contour integration. The contour is closed along an arc
B� with �����ci. The dashed arc B is at true �.
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D��k,�� � �GV�k� � 1 + �
s
� kDs

2

k2 ��1 − �s� �37a�

�1 + � kDi
2

k2 ��1 − �� , �37b�

where �s�k��	dv�J0
2�k�v� /�cs�fM,s�v��= I0�bs�e−bs �bs

�k�
2 �s

2, �s�vts /�cs, vts� �T /m�s
1/2� and ���i. �For elec-

trons, the gyroradius �e is so small that it is adequate to
approximate �e�1.� One may identify �GV with the effective
dielectric permittivity of the gyrokinetic vacuum.

The GK equilibrium wave-number spectrum now fol-
lows immediately from formula �24�. Before discussing its
consequences, however, let us consider the modern version
of this calculation. As reviewed in Ref. 72 �see also Appen-
dix C of Ref. 7 and pedagogical introductory remarks in Ref.
73�, the GK-Poisson system75 is derived by systematic
Hamiltonian transformation of the particle variables to those
of the gyrocenter, the latter being defined such that � is
conserved. The polarization effect then appears in the Pois-
son equation �naturally stated in particle variables� when the
charge is evaluated in terms of the gyrocenter PDF. For uni-
form B �appropriate for thermal equilibrium�, the result is76

�F

�t
+ v�F + V̄E · �F + � q

m
�Ē

�F

�v

= 0, �38a�

− ��2 + �̂���
2 �� = 4��G. �38b�

Here the overline indicates an effective quantity felt by the
gyrocenter. In k space, this introduces the Bessel function

J0�k�v� /�c� as a multiplier, e.g., Ē �J0E. The polarization
effect is represented by �̂�, a spatial operator whose k-space
representation is

���k� � � kDi
2

k�
2 ��1 − ��k�� = � k2

k�
2 ���GV�k� − 1� . �39�

The spatial Fourier transform of Eq. �38b� thus introduces
the same �GV that arose in Eq. �37b�, and the GK Poisson
equation can be written variously as

− �̂GV�2� = 4��G or �GV�k�k2�k = 4��k
G. �40�

Ion polarization drift is a fluid effect; it survives in the cold-
ion limit Ti→0.77 In that limit,

���k� � kDi
2 �i

2 = �s
2/�De

2 = �pi
2 /�ci

2 , �41�

where78 �s�cs /�ci and cs� �ZTe /mi�1/2 �Z is the atomic
number�. For realistic fusion parameters, typically79 �pi

2 /�ci
2

�1; this defines the gyrokinetic regime.22 For the usual case
k

2�k�
2 , this implies that ion polarization charge dominates

the original �2� of Poisson. The approximate GK Poisson
equation −�̂���

2 �=4��G is a statement of quasineutrality in
the laboratory �particle� coordinate system, expressed how-
ever in terms of the gyrocenter charge density. �Note that the
limit Ti→0 with Te=const is not permitted for thermal equi-
librium, which requires Ti=Te.�

2. The gyrokinetic fluctuation-dissipation theorem

One may apply the FDT to the new GK dynamical sys-
tem. The GK charge-density response function is the gener-
alization of Eq. �21�,

K��
G �k,�� = −

1

�GV�k�
�4�

k2 �� 1

DG�k,��
− 1�; �42�

note the presence of �GV in the denominator. If the perpen-
dicular velocity-space distribution is taken to be Maxwellian
�with no spatial gradients�, the linear GK dielectric is readily
found to be

DG
�0��k,�� = 1 + �

s

�ps
2 �s

�GVk2 
 dv

k�v
Fs

� − kv + i�
�43�

�see Appendix B for more discussion�. This function �not to
be confused with D�� has the clean limits DG

�0��k ,��=1 and,
in thermal equilibrium,

DG
�0��k,0� =

1

�GV�k�
�1 +

kD
2

k2 � , �44�

where Eq. �37a� was used. Upon integrating Eq. �42� over all
frequencies and using these limits, one obtains the equilib-
rium k spectrum for a GK many-body plasma,

CEE
G �k�
8�

=
T/2

�GV�k��1 −
�GV

1 + kD
2 /k2� �45a�

=
T/2

�GV�k�� �kDe
2 + kDi

2 ��/kD
2

1 + k2�D
2 � . �45b�

The numerator of the last parenthesized fraction is of order
unity,80 so we have recovered a result quite similar to Eq.
�26a� except for the presence of the large GK permittivity in
the denominator. One concludes that thermal fluctuations in
a gyrokinetic plasma are much smaller than those in a con-
ventional many-body plasma.

Formula �45b� can be integrated over all k. Dimension-
ally it is easy to see that the GK shielding volume is
O��De�s

2�. To make this precise, one must incorporate cutoff
factors relating to finite-size particles, as done in Ref. 1. The
details depend on the specific simulation algorithm81 and are
thus beyond the scope of this article. But the existence of
such a shielding volume is clear.

3. Gyrokinetic fluctuations and normal modes

We have arrived at the spectrum �45b� by assuming only
weak coupling �which justifies use of the lowest-order di-
electric�; no reference to normal modes was made. However,
a basic understanding of those modes is often useful, particu-
larly when considering the transition from stable to unstable
plasmas. The GK normal modes in the absence of magnetic
drifts are discussed in Appendix C. One finds two branches:
high-frequency modes �= ±	H that in the electrostatic limit
are the GK version of Langmuir oscillations, and the ion
sound waves �which are heavily Landau damped in thermal
equilibrium�. In thermal equilibrium and for k��s�1, the
	H modes are weakly damped and can be shown to carry the
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bulk of the fluctuation energy, just as do the Langmuir waves
in the unmagnetized plasma. It is well known that the sound
wave is the nucleus of the conventional electron drift wave,
which arises in the presence of a background density gradi-
ent. I shall consider the consequences of the drift wave later
in the context of steady-state but nonequilibrium spectra.

4. Gyrokinetic fluctuations with an adiabatic
species

In simulations of ion- or electron-temperature-gradient-
driven �ITG or ETG� modes, it is popular to assume that one
species is adiabatic ��ns / n̄s=−qs�� /Ts� from the outset; then
only one species needs to be simulated. This useful approxi-
mation eliminates the discreteness of the adiabatic species,
so one expects that the thermal level of fluctuations should
be reduced. To calculate that level for weakly coupled plas-
mas, it is simplest to apply the Klimontovich formalism,
whose predictions are valid even for slightly nonequilibrium
situations. Such a calculation was done by Hammett1,82 for
ETG simulations �adiabatic ions�; it provides an interesting
exercise for the serious student of gyrokinetics. Here, I quote
the result for adiabatic electrons:83 ��E2��k ,��
 Im �i / �1
+�i+�e0�2, where �e0= ��GVk2�De

2 �−1 is the static electron sus-
ceptibility. This can be integrated exactly over the
frequency.84 In place of Eq. �45b�, one finds

CEE
Ge�k�
8�

=
Ti/2

�GV�k�
kDi

2 �/kD
2

�1 + kDe
2 /�GVk2��1 + k2�D

2 �
, �46�

which can be seen to be smaller than formula �45b� �the
numerator is smaller and the denominator is larger�. Such
details are important when one attempts to establish quanti-
tative connections with the simulations.1

D. Sampling noise in the �f algorithm

If we were actually dealing with GK many-particle plas-
mas, the next logical step would be to describe the extension
of the results of the last section to unstable, turbulent re-
gimes. I shall describe such results in Sec. IV. However, the
widespread use of the �f algorithm requires us to first con-
sider further issues relating to the very meaning of noise in
such simulations. Indeed, that algorithm is a procedure for
solving a kinetic equation in which the fluctuations stem-
ming from particle discreteness do not appear explicitly, their
effect having been replaced by an integro-differential colli-
sion operator. In the strictly collisionless limit, the kinetic
equation reduces to the GK Vlasov equation. That equation
contains no effects due to particle discreteness at all!

The GKE is a PDE that evolves in five-dimensional �5D�
phase space. Various numerical techniques are available for
its solution. For example, conventional Fourier transforma-
tion and/or finite-difference techniques can be applied. Ge-
nerically this is known as the “continuum” or “Vlasov” ap-
proach, examples of which are the codes GS2,85 GENE,86

and GYRO.87

1. Monte Carlo sampling

Monte Carlo sampling provides an alternate solution
procedure, and it is on this that I shall focus. The method can
be motivated by recognizing that in order to evolve �f one
requires the electric field �E, which is a particular phase-
space moment of �f . Generally, one can represent such mo-
ments as

Ms�z,t� � �
s̄

 dz̄ Ms,s̄�z, z̄��f s̄�z̄,t� . �47�

For example, one obtains �E if the kernel Ms,s̄�z , z̄� is taken
to be the Green’s function associated with Poisson’s equa-
tion. Because the z̄ integral is over a space of moderately
high dimension �five�, Monte Carlo sampling is suggested as
an expeditious approach to evaluating that integral.

In fact, such a 5D integral is not actually done in the PIC
approach. That method deals with a nongridded 2D velocity
space but deposits particles onto a 3D spatial grid in order to
calculate the collective charge density. I shall return to this
important issue,88 but it is useful to first review the approxi-
mation of integrals by basic Monte Carlo sampling.89 �A
more complete version of the discussion in this paragraph
can be found in Ref. 28.� Consider the integral I=	0

Ldx̄ f�x̄�,
where f�x� is specified. This can be written in the form

I = L

0

L

dx̄ P�x̄�f�x̄� = L�f� , �48�

where P�x��L−1 is the PDF of a random variable x̃ that is
distributed uniformly over the interval �0,L�. It is well

known that an unbiased estimator of �f� is �f�� f̃
�N−1�i=1

N f�x̃i�, where the x̃i are samples from the uniform

distribution. Also, one can show that the variance ��Ĩ− I�2� is
proportional to N−1, so accuracy can be improved by taking
more samples, although convergence is slow. This method is
distinctly inefficient in one dimension; however, it may pro-
vide the only practical way of evaluating integrals in spaces
of sufficiently high dimensionality. Note that one can write

Ĩ�Lf̃ as

Ĩ =
L

N
�

i



0

L

dx̄��x̄ − xi�f�x̄� = 

0

L

dx̄ Ñ�x̄�f�x̄� , �49�

where the Klimontovich microdensity Ñ�x�� n̄−1�i=1
N ��x

− x̃i� has appeared. �Here n̄�N /L is the mean density of
sampling points.� Thus, except for normalization, the Monte
Carlo procedure amounts to the replacement in Eq. �48� of

the smooth PDF P�x� by its singular counterpart Ñ�x�.

2. Markers and weights

I now return to the �f problem. To evaluate formula �47�
by exact analogy, one should write it in the form of a phase-
space average. In principle, one may average over �sample
from� any distribution function Fm�z , t�; by multiplying and
dividing by Fm, one finds that Eq. �47� can be written as

Ms�z,t� = �
s̄

V
 dz̄

V
Fm,s̄�z̄,t�Ms,s̄�z, z̄�� �f s̄�z̄,t�

Fm,s̄�z̄,t�� �50a�
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=V�
s̄

�Ms,s̄�z, z̄�ws̄�z̄,t��Fm
, �50b�

where the weight function has been defined to be

w � �f/Fm. �51�

Thus moments have been expressed in terms of an “en-
semble” average taken over Fm. However, this formulation is
useful only if one can find a computationally tractable equa-
tion for the time-dependent weight. That can be accom-
plished by choosing Fm to be the marker distribution, namely

Fm� �Ñm�, where the marker trajectories that define the Kli-

montovich marker microdensity Ñm obey the characteristic
equations of motion. Then, when Ms is evaluated by Monte
Carlo sampling, it is seen that w is required only at the
phase-space position of the markers, since one has

M̃s�z,t� � �
s̄

 dz̄ Ñm,s̄�z̄,t�Ms,s̄�z, z̄�w̃s̄�z̄,t� . �52�

�I have written a tilde on w̃ because w evaluated along the

marker trajectories will be random in the same sense as Ñm

is; see the end of the next section for more discussion.� I
shall demonstrate shortly that a relatively simple equation
can be written for w̃. Thus we see that the sampling proce-
dure amounts to a generalized “particle” �really marker�
simulation in which both the phase-space position and
weight are evolved for each particle and the fields are calcu-
lated self-consistently at each time step.

This argument shows how the Monte Carlo viewpoint
leads naturally to the introduction of the particular dimen-
sionless weight function defined by Eq. �51�. However, it
does not adequately capture the PIC methodology, in which
particles are deposited onto a spatial grid and specialized
techniques �e.g., fast Fourier transforms� are then used to
calculate the field. Thus, the spatial part of the integral is not
performed by Monte Carlo sampling. Furthermore, the di-
mensions of the grid cells are constrained by physics consid-
erations that must hold no matter what numerical algorithm
is employed. Thus, it would seem that arguments about the
relative efficacy of the PIC approach from the point of view
of Monte Carlo integration should be based on a 2D velocity
space88 rather than a 5D phase space. 2D is too small to
make PIC the clear winner, although detailed analyses of the
operation counts for various algorithms and architectures are
well beyond the scope of this article. Nevertheless, PIC is an
intuitive method that is widely used, so I shall proceed with
its analysis in the context of �f .

3. The weight equation

I shall now derive the rigorous evolution equation for
w�z , t� �a smooth field�. From the definition �51�,

�w

�t
=

1

Fm

��f

�t
−

w

Fm

�Fm

�t
. �53�

For �t�f , one may use Eq. �10�. �I shall ignore the V0 term;
if it is nonzero, its effect can be incorporated into a modified

L̂ if �z ·V0=0.� To find an evolution equation for the smooth

marker distribution Fm, one may begin with the microscopic
Klimontovich-type equation

��t − L̂�Ñm + �z · ��VÑm� = 0. �54�

Here I have used the fundamental definition �28� and the
prescription that the markers evolve under the action of the
fields arising from �f: �V�V��f�. Note specifically that
these dynamics do not include the microscopic fields that
would arise from individual discrete particles. One can find
an equation for Fm by averaging Eq. �54�, but one must be
very careful. One may not perform a statistical average over
all turbulent scales of motion, as in the theory of turbulence,
because such an average has not been performed in writing
the �f equation; neither Eq. �7� nor Eq. �10� contains a tur-
bulent collision operator. Instead, one should merely coarse-
grain over scales much smaller than the collective ones.90

Because with the rigorous construction �50b� �V does not
contain such scales, the averaging of Eq. �54� is trivial:

��t − L̂�Fm + �z · ��VFm� = 0. �55�

At time t=0, Fm describes the initial PDF from which the
marker phase-space positions are sampled.

Upon using Eqs. �10� and �55� in Eq. �53�, one obtains

��t − L̂�w + �z · ��Vw� = − p�V · �z ln f0 + Fm
−1S , �56�

where p� f0 /Fm. Henceforth I shall consider only incom-
pressible flows,91 in which case the left-hand side of Eq. �56�
becomes

��t − L̂ + �V · �z�w � Dw/Dt . �57�

To evaluate p, note that p+w= �f0+�f� /Fm= f /Fm. Because
Eq. �7� �for f� and Eq. �55� �for Fm� are identical in form, it
is clear that Fm= f if Fm�t=0�= f�t=0�. If one assumes that
particular initialization scheme, then p+w=1 or p=1−w.
�More general situations were considered in Ref. 5; see also
Ref. 81.� We have thus been led to the fundamental weight
equation �written here for S=0�

Dw�z,t�
Dt

= − �1 − w��V · �z ln f0 � S0�z,t� . �58�

Equation �58� is a PDE, just as complicated to solve as is
the �f equation. However, as we have noted, if �V is evalu-
ated by Monte Carlo sampling, then w is merely required at
the positions of the markers. Then Eq. �58� becomes the
ordinary differential equation �ODE�

ẇi�t� = S0,i�t� �59�

that can be time-advanced along with the characteristic equa-
tions of motion for the ith marker. This is the fundamental
algorithm used in the �f PIC codes.92

Even in the absence of sampling error, the �f problem
involves a complicated, nonlinear, stochastic PDE because of
collective turbulent fluctuations, and one should consider
w�z , t� to be a random variable to the extent that the equa-
tions lead to turbulence. The Monte Carlo sampling proce-
dure introduces additional randomness �“noise”�. To call at-
tention to both of those effects, one should in Eq. �58�
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replace w and �V by w̃ and �Ṽ. Then Eqs. �52�, �54�, and
�58� provide the starting point for analytical calculations of
the effect of sampling noise. Those are difficult because such
noise can mix nonlinearly with the collective fluctuations. A

considerable technical complication is that because �Ṽ
� Ñmw̃, the previously linear moments of �f have become
quadratically nonlinear. On the positive side, the effects of
sampling noise on the ultimate spectral levels may be rela-
tively simple to calculate if it is generated at substantially
smaller scales �higher frequencies and shorter wavelengths�
than those of the collective turbulence.

To proceed, one must first understand how to treat col-
lective fluctuations in the absence of noise �reviewed in Sec.
IV�, then consider how those results are modified in the pres-
ence of noise �Secs. V and VI�. However, it is instructive to
immediately examine the special case of stable plasma,
which demonstrates a characteristic form for the fluctuation
spectrum that will be generalized to include turbulence in the
subsequent sections.

4. Near-equilibrium spectrum with sampling noise

Temporarily, let us ignore background gradients that
could drive microturbulence and consider the consequences
of a small amount of sampling noise on the fluctuation spec-
trum of a near-equilibrium plasma. In the complete absence
of such noise, fluctuations follow from Eq. �10� for �f ,
which poses an initial-value problem. However, although ar-
bitrary initial conditions would give rise to transient fluctua-
tions, the time-asymptotic spectrum for stable plasma would
vanish.93

In the presence of sampling noise of arbitrary size, a
complicated self-consistent problem must be solved. How-
ever, when the noise is small it can be taken into account
perturbatively. Let the bare potential fluctuations associated
with the sampling error be called ��̆. To lowest order, ��̆
behaves exactly like an externally imposed “test” potential
��test. Through linear order, the time-asymptotic total poten-
tial in the plasma ��tot �including both ��test and the induced
or polarization response ��ind� is

��tot�k,�� = ��test�k,��/D�k,�� , �60�

where D�k ,�� is the dielectric response function. Thus, to
lowest order in ��̆, one can conclude that the time-
asymptotic spectrum is

�������k,�� =
���̆��̆��k,��

�D�k,���2
, �61�

where the GK dielectric function is given by Eq. �43�.
To calculate the numerator of Eq. �61�, one must recall

the prescription �52�, which can be written as

M̃s�z,t� � �
s̄

 dz̄ �Fm�z̄,t� + �Nm�z̄,t��Ms�z, z̄�w̃�z̄,t� �62a�

=Ms�� f̃��z,t� + �Ms�z,t� . �62b�

�Equation �51� was used to eliminate w in the first term. The
functional notation reminds one that the first term is the
usual response of moments such as � to �f .� When M refers
to the � moment, the �M term defines ��̆. In the absence of
the w̃ factor in ��̆, the calculation of ���̆��̆� would involve
only the properties of �Nm and thus would reduce to the
familiar calculation of the fluctuation spectrum due to statis-
tically independent, streaming test markers.5 Here, however,
one must evaluate ���Nmw̃���Nmw̃��. Hu and Krommes
argued5 that this should be approximated by
��Nm�Nm��w̃w̃�, thus introducing the mean-square weight W.
Either the exact or approximate form demonstrates that the
�f sampling noise is reduced by a factor of W from a full-f
calculation, which of course was expected from the inception
of the �f algorithm.24,28

When fluctuations are unstable,94 nontrivial time-
asymptotic spectra arise even in the absence of any discrete-
ness effects. Heuristically, it is reasonable to expect that Eq.
�61� should generalize to a self-consistent balance equation
having the form

�������k,�� =
���̆��̆��k,�� + ���c��c��k,��

�D�k,���2
, �63�

where the subscript c denotes noise due to collective turbu-
lent fluctuations. That is, one expects that the total noise
spectrum should appear in the numerator of the spectral bal-
ance. Of course, “noise” must be defined precisely and the
appropriate �fully nonlinear� form of the dielectric function
for turbulence must be determined. I review aspects of that
problem in the next section.

IV. TURBULENT FLUCTUATIONS IN CONTINUUM
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

In the last section we saw that fluctuations arise naturally
from discreteness �due to either particles or sampling�. But
they also arise in continuous nonlinear PDEs with smooth
initial conditions. This is the traditional arena of analytical
turbulence theory. That such equations can spontaneously
generate fluctuations �or, more precisely, amplify minute ir-
regularities in initial conditions� is of course known from
observations of the physical world. The study of nonlinear
dynamics has contributed deep insights through the notion of
strange or chaotic attractors;95 a popular example is the Lo-
renz system.96 Such systems typically exhibit exponential
sensitivity to small changes in initial conditions. Tradition-
ally that microscopic instability has been dealt with by some
sort of statistical averaging, and that is the approach I shall
discuss here. Over the years many reviews and some books
on the statistical theory of turbulence have appeared.7,52,97

Here I shall just remind the reader of the basic structure of
the equations for spectral balance in nonequilibrium turbu-
lent steady states. That information will be required later
when I discuss the incorporation of discreteness effects.
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A. Langevin dynamics

A usefully pedagogical and exactly solvable model is the
classical Langevin equation98

v̇̃ + �ṽ = �a�t� , �64�

where � is a constant and �a is traditionally taken to be
centered Gaussian white noise. I shall show later that a gen-
eralization of such an equation lies at the heart of statistical
turbulence theory. Langevin’s equation arises from Newton’s
second law for a test particle, v̇=a�t�, by separating the ac-
celeration a into a coherent drag −�v and incoherent forcing
�a. In a �stable� plasma, the drag term arises because a mov-
ing test particle asymmetrically polarizes the surrounding
medium, creating a mean electric field that opposes the mo-
tion. The incoherent forcing describes the random fields due
to all of the other particles. Of course, the assumptions that
the drag is linear and that �a is exactly Gaussian are made
strictly for convenience.99 The merit of linear drag is that Eq.
�64� can be solved by a Green’s function technique. Intro-
duce the infinitesimal response function R�t ; t�� such that

�tR�t;t�� + �R = ��t − t��; �65�

thus R�t ; t��=H���e−�� �again, �� t− t��. Then if ṽ is speci-
fied at t0, the solution of Eq. �64� for t� t0 is

�66�

which decomposes into a conditional mean �v �v0� and fluc-
tuation �v around that mean. One can eliminate transient
effects and the conditional mean by taking t0→−�; that is
appropriate for considering statistically steady states. Thus

�v�t� = 

−�

t

dt̄ R�t; t̄��a�t̄� . �67�

Define F�t , t��� ��a�t��a�t���. Then the two-time velocity
correlation function C�t , t��� ��v�t��v�t��� is obtained from
Eq. �67� as

C�t,t�� = 

−�

t

dt̄

−�

t�
dt̄�R�t; t̄�F�t̄, t̄��R�t�; t̄�� . �68�

This states that the velocity covariance is determined as a
competition between forcing �F� and dissipation �R�. If one
specializes in white noise, F�t , t��=2Dv��t− t��, where Dv is
the velocity-space diffusion coefficient. Then, upon using the
known forms of R��� and F���, one can perform the integra-
tions required in Eq. �68� to find

C��� = �Dv/��e−����. �69�

If one assumes that the fluctuating kinetic energy of the test
particle equilibrates on average with the temperature of the
medium, i.e., 1

2 M��v2�= 1
2T, one finds the well-known Ein-

stein relation Dv /�=T /M.
If one views R−1 as a kind of “dielectric function,” then

the balance �68� has the same structure as Eqs. �61� or �63�.
In particular, F plays the role of the covariance of “incoher-

ent noise.” Thus the statistical description of the Langevin
model adds credibility to the posited form �72�. The key
lesson to be learned from this model is that the coherent
damping � and the incoherent forcing �a both arise from the
same physical effect �here the acceleration of the test par-
ticle�; one cannot have one without the other, and their sizes
are related by energy conservation.

B. Statistical closures for quadratically nonlinear
smooth PDEs

Now consider quadratically nonlinear PDEs for a scalar
field ��x , t�. Schematically, those have the form

�̇ = L̂� + 1
2 M̂�� , �70�

where L̂ and M̂ are linear and bilinear operators, respectively.
For simplicity, I shall assume that the mean field vanishes,100

so consider the equation for the fluctuations

��̇ = L̂�� + 1
2 M̂����� − ������� . �71�

Let us assume that this equation gives rise to a dynamics that
is extremely sensitive to small changes in initial conditions,
so a statistical description is appropriate. Let us also assume
that the nonlinear term is energy-conserving in the sense that

��M̂����=0, where the overline denotes the spatial aver-
age. This implies that the nonlinear term cannot behave as a
purely positive-definite forcing, so one posits the generalized

Langevin form 1
2 M̂�����− �������=−	−�

t dt̄ ��t ; t̄����t̄�
+�f�t�, where � is at least partly dissipative �it plays the role
of a “turbulent collision operator”� and �f is a nonlinear
forcing analogous to Langevin’s �a. The result is

��t − L̂��� + 

−�

t

dt̄ ��t; t̄����t̄� = �f�t� . �72�

Such a Langevin equation is not intended to be a mere re-
writing of the primitive amplitude Eq. �70�; it is at best guar-
anteed to yield correct results only when statistics are calcu-
lated from it. Although the form of � and the statistics of �f
are unknown at this point, they cannot be totally independent
because of the energy-conservation constraint. One antici-
pates that � and �f are functionals of the fluctuation level.

It is not clear that such a Langevin equation can be
found. But if it does exist, a Green’s-function solution is
again useful. Green’s function for Eq. �72� obeys

�tR�t;t�� − L̂R + 

−�

t

dt̄ ��t; t̄�R�t̄;t�� = ��t − t�� . �73�

The solution of Eq. �72� thus has the same form as Eq. �67�
with �f replacing �a, and the formal inhomogeneous solu-
tion for the covariance C�t , t��� ����t����t��� is identical to
Eq. �68�:

C = R � F � R , �74�

where � denotes time convolution. The fluctuation spectrum
is again presented as a balance between nonlinear forcing �F�
and linear and nonlinear dissipation �−L̂+��. The great dif-
ficulty is that now the nonlinear terms must be allowed to be
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functionals of C �and R�: �=��C ,R� and F=F�C ,R�. Equa-
tions �74� and �73� are therefore a complicated transcenden-
tal system to be solved for the two-point functions C and R.

Although the existence of the nonlinear Langevin equa-
tion may be dubious, it can in fact be shown that the forms of
the statistical equations �73� and �74� are completely correct
for a very wide class of systems �specifically, those with
Gaussian initial conditions; see further discussion of this
point in Sec. V�. They constitute a system of coupled “Dyson
equations” that generalizes Dyson’s original work in quan-
tum electrodynamics.101 This is a profound conclusion from
the classical theory of nonequilibrium statistical dynamics,
as developed most elegantly by Martin, Siggia, and Rose
�MSR�.58 Further details and pedagogical discussion of the
MSR procedure with many references can be found in Ref. 7.
It is not necessary here to dig deeply into the formalism, but
one very important point must be made: Modern understand-
ing of the classical Dyson equations is very well developed.
A large body of knowledge and literature exists that can be
tapped and generalized to address problems such as the uni-
fication of sampling noise and turbulent fluctuations.

One famous realization of the Dyson equations is
Kraichnan’s DIA,102 which provides specific forms for � and
F; for details, see Ref. 7. For the DIA, a Langevin model is
known.103,104 As Kraichnan has stressed repeatedly, the mere
existence of such an amplitude representation105 guarantees
that statistics calculated from the closure are reasonably be-
haved, as they must satisfy the infinity of realizability
constraints106,107 that relate to the moments of various orders.

Further reduction leads to a Markovian statistical clo-
sure. I assume homogeneous statistics, so Eq. �70� can be
represented in Fourier space as

�t��k = Lk��k + 1
2�
�

Mk,p,q��p
*��q

*. �75�

Consider the Langevin equation

��t − Lk���k + �k
nl��k = �fk, �76�

where

�k
nl � − �

�

Mk,p,qMp,q,k
* �k,p,q

* Cq, �77a�

�fk �
1
2 w̃�t��

�

Mk,p,q�Re �k,p,q�1/2�̃p
*�̃q

*, �77b�

w̃�t� is centered Gaussian white noise with the unit diffusion

coefficient �i.e., �w̃�t�w̃�t���=2��t− t���, and �̃p and �̃q are
centered random variables �independent of w̃� whose covari-
ances are to be chosen to agree with Cp�t , t�� and Cq�t , t��.
The purpose of w̃ is to ensure that the effect of the forcing is
local in time �a technical convenience�, i.e., to enforce the
Markovian approximation. The quantity �k,p,q is called the
triad interaction time. In Eq. �77a� it ensures that �k /k2 has
the dimensions of V2�ac, and it is required in Eq. �77b� in
order to compensate the dimensions of w̃. Its presence in
both of Eqs. �77� is also required on physical grounds to
limit the interaction time between distinct Fourier ampli-
tudes. Thus a reasonable definition is �k,p,q�t�

=	−�
t dt̄ Rk�t ; t̄�Rp�t ; t̄�Rq�t ; t̄�, where Rk is Green’s function

for the left-hand side of Eq. �76�; by time differentiation, one
finds the ODE

�t�k,p,q�t� − �L�k,p,q + ��nl�k,p,q = 1, �78�

where, e.g., ��nl��k
nl+�p

nl+�q
nl. Note that if Im �L�0

�there are linear waves�, � is complex; thus it is really Re �
that plays the role of a physical interaction time. If the for-
malism is to be sensible, one must have Re �0. Unfortu-
nately, that is not guaranteed for all possible closures;108 see
discussion of realizability in Sec. V A.

One can obtain the equal-time spectral balance that fol-

lows from Eq. �76� by noting that �t���k�2=2 Re���k
*��̇k�,

multiplying Eq. �76� by ��k
*�t�, performing a formal statisti-

cal average, and evaluating ��fk�t���k
*�t��

=	−�
t dt̄ ��fk�t�Rk

*�t ; t̄��fk
*�t̄�� by noting that ��fk�t��fk�t���

=2��t− t��Fk�t�, where

Fk�t� �
1
2�
�

�Mk,p,q�2 Re �k,p,qCp�t�Cq�t� �79�

is positive for Re �k,p,q0. The final result

�tCk = 2��k − Re �k
nl�Ck + 2Fk, �80�

where �k�Re Lk is the linear growth rate, has exactly the
form of the spectral balance equation introduced more heu-
ristically in Sec. I B. Equations �76�–�80� have been called108

the “DIA-based EDQNM,” where EDQNM stands for
“eddy-damped, quasinormal, Markovian.” The nomenclature
correctly implies that this closure is a consistent Markovian
reduction of the more-complicated, time-nonlocal, DIA.
With the forms �77a� and �79�, one can show that the energy-
conservation constraint

�
k

�− �k
nlCk + Fk� = 0 �81�

is satisfied provided that Mk,p,q+Mp,q,k+Mq,k,p=0. �One can
choose a dependent variable such that this is true. Alterna-
tively, one can modify the cyclic constraint to include appro-
priate weight factors.�

There is a large literature on this closure that cannot be
reviewed here; for further discussion and references, see Ref.
7. But it is very useful to make contact with the heuristic
spectral balance equation discussed by Kadomtsev,54 which
has been influential within the plasma-physics community.
Let I represent the fluctuation energy in the linearly unstable

wave numbers k̄, I�
1
2�k̄Ck̄. Then Eq. �80� can be tran-

scribed to Kadomtsev’s Eq. �II.58�109 as follows:

�82�

where � is a positive constant and q represents “the source
due to thermal noise.” That has so far been omitted from the
formalism in this section; it will be discussed in Sec. V. Here,
assume that q=0 and focus on the nonlinear terms. One sees
that the sum of all nonlinear effects is represented by a dis-
sipative term; this requires further discussion. It is true that
�k must be typically �i.e., for most k’s� dissipative, since Ck
and Fk must be positive-definite �see discussion about real-
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izability in Sec. V A� and one has the constraint �81�. That
the net effect of all nonlinear terms for a linearly unstable
wave number should be negative is required in order that a
steady state exist.110 In Kadomtsev’s notation, the saturation
level is I=� /�.

I scales with the total energy content E�
1
2�kCk of the

turbulent spectrum. However, Eq. �82� is not the rigorous
evolution equation for E, which is obtained from Eq. �80�
with the aid of nonlinear energy conservation as

�tE = 2�
k
�kCk. �83�

The nonlinear terms are completely absent from this equa-
tion. If one represents the right-hand side in terms of an
effective growth rate �eff, then one can write �tE=2�effE.
This kind of evolution equation permits no direct determina-
tion of E. It states that the spectrum must adjust such that
�eff=0 in a steady state, but for multiple wave numbers
�there must be at least three, and usually there are many�, the
single constraint of steady state does not completely fix the
spectral distribution Ck. Instead, one must solve Eq. �80� as a
coupled system in all of the Ck’s, then sum the result over k
to obtain E. Obviously a steady state is impossible unless at
least one of the �k’s is negative �there must be an energy sink
somewhere�. Entropy considerations111 suggest that in fact
the sum of the �k’s should be negative.

Kadomtsev’s equation clearly differs in form from Eq.
�83�. An interpretation of Eq. �82� for positive �93 is that it
describes the competition between linear excitation and non-
linear transfer into stable modes. For negative �, no steady
state is possible unless q is included.93 I shall further discuss
the structure of the spectral balance for nonzero q in
Sec. V B 3.

V. TURBULENT FLUCTUATIONS IN KLIMONTOVICH
DESCRIPTIONS

We have seen that fluctuations in a many-body plasma
arise from both particle discreteness and from nonlinear col-
lective effects that survive even as �p→0. So far, we have
considered each of those separately. However, it is important
to examine the structure of the theory when both kinds of
effect are considered on equal footing. That is interesting in
its own right and will also suggest the appropriate generali-
zation to the case of sampling noise, which I shall discuss in
Sec. VI.

In fundamental work, Rose53 derived a renormalized,
nonequilibrium theory of the Klimontovich equation that em-
braces both discreteness and continuum effects. As he
stressed, the problem is challenging because of the effects of
particle self-correlations, which constrain the fluctuations to
be intrinsically non-Gaussian even in the absence of nonlin-
ear effects.

A. Non-Gaussian PDFs and cumulant representations

In this manuscript I shall not require involved technical
results on renormalized fluctuation theory. However, it is a
goal of this article to emphasize that systematology underlies
modern understanding of fluctuation noise. Therefore, I shall

include a brief background on the role of cumulant represen-
tations in statistical descriptions in order to provide the
reader with some perspective on what has �and has not� been
accomplished.

The ultimate goal of a statistical formalism is to obtain
all relevant properties of a PDF. In many �but not all112�
cases a PDF P�x� can be constructed from the infinite set of
moments Mn� �xn�. However, moments do not provide an
efficient representation, since the ubiquitous Gaussian PDF
PG�x�= �2��2�−1/2 exp�− 1

2 �x− x̄�2 /�2� can be described by
just its mean x̄ and standard deviation �, whereas all even
moments of the centered Gaussian exist �and rise exponen-
tially rapidly with order: M2n= �2n−1�!!�2n�. Cumulants113

Cn���xn�� are defined in such a way that C1= x̄ and C2=�2;
thus for a Gaussian Cn�3=0. For a nearly Gaussian PDF, one
may hope that the higher-order cumulants are small and cal-
culable with the aid of perturbation theory. That is the case
for a weakly coupled plasma, for example, provided that one
restricts attention to time and space scales of the order of the
plasma period and Debye length, respectively.

Moments are the coefficients in the Taylor expansion of
the characteristic function Z�k�� �e−ikx� if that expansion ex-
ists. �Note that Z is the Fourier transform of the PDF.� One
has formally Z�k�=�n=0

� Mn�−ik�n /n! . Cumulants Cn are
analogously defined as the coefficients in the formal expan-
sion of ln Z: ln Z�k�=�n=1

� Cn�−ik�n /n! . Properties of the
logarithm enable one to prove a general formula relating Mn

to cumulants of order n and below. The rule is to partition the
n factors comprising Mn into all possible subsets, then to
assign a cumulant to each subset.114 Thus, e.g.,

M1 = C1, �84a�

M2 = C1
2 + C2, �84b�

M3 = C1
3 + 3C1C2 + C3, �84c�

M4 = C1
4 + 4C1C3 + 6C1

2C2 + 3C2
3 + C4. �84d�

Truncated cumulant expansions are generally not realiz-
able, i.e., they do not obey the infinity of constraints between
cumulants of various orders that follow from the positive-
definiteness of the PDF.106 However, if a statistical closure
model is the exact description of a stochastic amplitude
model,115 then realizability is guaranteed. The conventional
EDQNM is, in fact, not realizable in the presence of linear
waves116 because the Re �k,p,q that appears in Eqs. �77b� and
�79� can be transiently negative and then does not make
sense as a modal interaction time. Bowman, Krommes, and
Ottaviani108 discussed a realizable Markovian closure that
cured that problem and was shown to be quantitatively
successful.117–119

B. Non-Gaussian initial conditions
and the Klimontovich representation

It is well known that the renormalized closures discussed
in Sec. IV, such as the DIA or EDQNM, are incorrect in the
presence of non-Gaussian initial conditions.120 This can be
understood by realizing that non-Gaussian initial conditions
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Cn�3�0� should logically affect the statistical evolution of the
two-point correlation function C�C2, yet no such terms are
evident in the DIA �or even in the more complete,
vertex-renormalized58� spectral evolution equation for C. For
continuum PDEs, that is frequently not too worrisome be-
cause one expects that steady-state statistics should forget the
details of initial conditions in the infinitely remote past.
However, as Rose emphasized, this argument fails in the
presence of discrete particle self-correlations. Thus, let us
consider the first few cumulants of the Klimontovich mi-
crodensity. I shall use Cn for the conventional n-particle cor-
relation functions as introduced in kinetic theory �e.g.,
C1�1�= f�1� and C2�1,2�=g�1,2�, g being the pair correla-
tion function� and the double-bracket notation for the
Klimontovich cumulants. At equal times, one has �consider-
ing a single species for simplicity�

��Ñ�1,t��� = C1�1,t� , �85a�

��Ñ�1,t�Ñ�2,t��� = n̄−1��1 − 2�C1�1,t� + C2�1,2,t� , �85b�

��Ñ�1,t�Ñ�2,t�Ñ�3,t��� = n̄−2��1 − 2���1 − 3�C1�1,t�

+ n̄−1���1 − 2�C2�2,3,t� + c.p.�

+ C3�1,2,3,t� �85c�

�c.p. means cyclic permutations�. Even in the absence of
three-particle correlations �C3=0�, the three-point Klimon-
tovich cumulant is nonvanishing because of particle self-
correlations. This remains true as t→�.

1. The renormalized equations of Rose

In principle, the self-correlation effects can be of arbi-
trary size. In spite of that, Rose was able to obtain a formally
correct system of renormalized equations that treated the
self-correlations on equal footing with continuum nonlinear
effects. His elegant method was to apply the Schwinger
variational formalism �previously used by MSR �Ref. 58� to
derive renormalized equations for continuum PDEs; see Ref.
7 for discussion and further references� to the occupation-
number representation of Doi.121 Most of the details do not
concern us �although it is interesting that Rose was forced to
consider the renormalization of a cubically nonlinear equa-
tion even though the Klimontovich equation is merely qua-
dratic�. However, the form of the result is important. It is
quite general in formal renormalizations that the second-
order statistics are presented in the form of coupled Dyson
equations101 for an infinitesimal response function R and a
two-point correlation function C. In a notation somewhat al-
tered from that of Rose, the Dyson equations are the straight-
forward generalization of Eqs. �73� and �74� to include
phase-space indices:

��t − L̂�R�z,t;z�,t�� − 

t�

t

dt̄
 dz̄ �−+�z,t; z̄, t̄�R�z̄, t̄;z�,t��

= ��z − z����t − t�� , �86a�

��t − L̂�C�z,t,z�,t�� − 

−�

t

dt̄
 dz̄ �−+�z,t; z̄, t̄�C�z̄, t̄,z�,t��

= 

−�

t�
dt̄
 dz̄ �−−�z,t, z̄, t̄�R�z�,t�; z̄, t̄� . �86b�

�The significance of the spinor-index subscripts on the �’s is
explained by Rose.� In general, the �’s are determined by
closed but highly nontrivial functional equations, and ex-
tracting specific results from this system is extremely formi-
dable. However, it is noteworthy that the singular term in Eq.
�85b� involves a factor of n̄−1, i.e., it is O��p�. This term and
the similar terms in Eq. �85c� are therefore small for weak
coupling. This motivates a perturbative expansion of the
renormalized equations that determine the �’s. Rose worked
out the necessary relations through second order in the cou-
pling. He called the result the particle direct-interaction ap-
proximation �PDIA� because when discreteness effects are
ignored the approximation correctly reduces to the Vlasov
DIA studied by DuBois and Espedal,122 Krommes,7,123 and
others �see references in Ref. 7�.

Note that Rose’s specific results for the �’s are correct
for the standard, quadratically nonlinear Klimontovich equa-
tion. Since, as we have seen, sampling noise in the �f algo-
rithm leads to a cubically nonlinear equation �the self-

consistent field term scales as Ñw̃� f̃�, one cannot
immediately apply all of Rose’s formulas to the calculation
of �f statistics. Although one can contemplate renormalizing
a cubically nonlinear system that includes discreteness, the
details are rather tedious and I shall not attempt it here. In-
stead, I shall just briefly discuss the structure of Rose’s Kli-
montovich results. In Sec. VI I shall apply those insights to
the �f system in the limit of small sampling noise.

2. Recovery of the weakly coupled
fluctuation spectrum

A basic exercise is to verify that one can recover from
Rose’s results the familiar formula �33� for the weakly
coupled fluctuation spectrum of a many-body system. That is
not entirely immediate and was not discussed explicitly by
Rose. First, one must recognize that the two-point Klimon-
tovich cumulant ��N�t��N�t��� and the pair correlation func-
tion C�t , t�� are distinct entities. At equal times, we have
already seen that to be the case from Eq. �85b�. Rose gave
the generalization to unequal times �his Eq. �71� rewritten to
emphasize causality�:

��N�1,t1��N�2,t2��+ = R�1,t1;2,t2�n̄2
−1f�2,t2�

+ C+�1,t1,2,t2�

+ G+�1,t1;2,t2
+;2,t2� , �87�

where the subscript + denotes a one-sided function
�A+�t , t���H�t− t��A�t , t��� and G is a certain three-point cu-
mulant. G can be shown to vanish at equal times, so Eq. �87�
correctly reduces to Eq. �85b�.124

Second, one requires the result that through first order in
the weak coupling
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�−−�1,t1,2,t2� = ��t1 − t2���x1 − x2��n̄q�2 · �1

� �f�1,t1�f�2,t2� + C�1,t1,2,t2��

+ �1 ⇔ 2� , �88�

where ��x� is the field due to a unit charge at the origin.
�This is Rose’s Eq. �72� in my notation.� Finally, it is a well-

known property of the response function R that, if Ê is the
linear operator that constructs the electric field from the dis-

tribution function, i.e., E= Êf or E�x , t�=�s̄�n̄q�s̄	dz̄��x
− x̄�f s̄�z̄ , t�, then

ÊR = D−1Êg , �89�

where g is the renormalized single-particle propagator.7,53,122

These facts are combined in Appendix D to show that one
indeed recovers Eq. �33� when g is replaced by the zeroth-
order propagator g�0� and D is replaced by the Vlasov dielec-
tric function D�0�.

3. Structure of the particle direct-interaction
approximation: A modified Kadomtsev equation

In the last section, we saw that discreteness noise in
stable plasma is captured by the first-order term in the weak-
coupling expansion. At second order, one finds all of the
mode-coupling effects contained in the Vlasov DIA �which
in turn can be shown to contain the physics of conventional
fluid renormalizations7� as well as additional contributions
due to discrete particle noise. The expressions for the �’s
�Rose’s Eqs. �78� and �79�� are involved and will not be
written or discussed here in detail. �To my knowledge, little
or no work has been done on the consequences of those
formulas.� However, one may use the general structure of the
equations to argue for the form of a heuristic spectral balance
equation that smoothly connects the stable, near-equilibrium
state with the turbulent nonequilibrium state that emerges as
the background gradient is raised from zero. Kadomtsev pro-
posed such an equation, as discussed in Sec. IV B. I shall
argue for a slightly different but closely related form.

Kadomtsev’s spectral balance equation is �repeating Eq.
�82� here for convenience�

�tI = 2�I − 2�I2 + q , �90�

where q represents the thermal noise and � presumably rep-
resents the typical linear growth rate of a collective instabil-
ity. Kadomtsev correctly noted that for sufficiently negative
� the steady-state balance in his equation is between the
linear damping and the noise, I�q / �2����. However, this in-
dicates a subtle problem with Eq. �90�, because excitation
due to particle discreteness should exist even in the complete
absence of a collective mode ��→−��. It is true that q can
be calculated from the balance between Cerenkov emission
and Landau damping, but the Landau damping rate for
discreteness-related fluctuations need have nothing to do
with the growth rate of, say, a drift wave. However,
Kadomtsev’s equation does capture the tendency for small
thermal fluctuations to be amplified in the vicinity of mar-
ginal instability; the estimate I�q / �2���� diverges as �→0.

In principle, one can derive a Kadomtsev-type equation
from the rigorous spectral balance equation of the renormal-
ized theory. The results from Appendix D show that the
steady-state spectral balance equation has the form

Sk��� =
N�1��k,��
�D�k,���2

+
N�2��k,��
�D�k,���2

, �91�

where I use S to denote the velocity-integrated C, N�1� is the
numerator of Eq. �33� �not merely 
 �−−

�1��, and N�2�

� Ê�g�−−
�2�g†�Ê†. The goal is to integrate Eq. �91� over all

frequencies and sum it over all wave numbers, thereby de-
ducing a qualitatively correct and self-consistent equation for
the spectral intensity I��k�2��−1	d� Sk���. Thus, one
needs to understand the S dependence of N�2�. Note from
Eqs. �D1� and �D2� that S=O�Rn̄−1f ,C�, where the notation
O�x ,y� means O�ax+by� for constant a and b. Examination
of Rose’s Eq. �79� shows that �−−

�2�=O�C2 ,Rn̄−1fC�. If one
ignores terms of O�n̄−2�, one can therefore argue very
roughly that �−−

�2�=O�S2�. This is the same scaling with inten-
sity as in the Vlasov and fluid DIA, now generalized to in-
clude the effects of particle discreteness. Of course, it is an
extremely rough estimate that ignores considerable kinetic
detail. It is not true, for example, that either S or �−− are
literally functionals of the sum Rn̄−1f +C. Such functional
dependence should not be expected because of the compli-
cated form of the nonlinear dielectric function: it is built not

from f alone but from f̄ � f +O�C�.7,122

In Eq. �91�, the fully renormalized dielectric function
appears. For considering linear instability or even stable fluc-
tuations close to marginality, renormalization is essential be-
cause nonlinear damping must always overwhelm linear
growth if a steady-state balance with the nonlinear forcing is
to be achieved. Obviously one cannot calculate the frequency
integral of Eq. �91� in detail without very considerably more
work. But one can attempt to extract basic scaling informa-
tion by assuming a nearly resonant form for D�k ,��. Thus,
let us assume the presence of weakly damped 	H modes,
whose contributions to the N�1� term produce the standard
discreteness spectrum as well as a drift wave �=	* that can
be varied from large damping rate through marginal stability
to large growth rate by varying a parameter. It is important
that the same denominator �D�2 appears in both terms of Eq.
�91�. Thus each of the N�1� and N�2� terms receives contribu-
tions from both 	H and 	*, in principle.

Integrating the N�1� term over the 	H modes produces
the usual discreteness spectrum, which I call here I0,

I0 = 

	H

d�

2�

N�1��k,��
�D�k,���2

. �92�

This provides a small base level of fluctuations. Note that I0

is not quite the same as q, the latter having the dimensions of
�*I0 for some rate �*.

Next, let us integrate the N�2� term over the drift wave.
For positive growth rate �, one may use formula �27� with
the turbulent damping � replacing ���. Even as � is reduced
to zero, a certain level of nonlinear damping must persist;
there can be no zero of D on the real � axis in a steady state.
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As �→−� the contribution from the drift wave should van-
ish. One can capture all of this behavior by approximating
�cf. Eq. �27��

1

�D�k,���2
�

1

�D��2
1

�
���� −	*� , �93�

where ���� is a positive function whose dependence on � is
sketched in Fig. 4. Then the 	* contribution to the N�2� term
takes the form �2I2 /�, where �2 is a constant. �Note that �2

is not quite the same as Kadomtsev’s �: �2 describes the
level of incoherent scattering, whereas � describes the net
nonlinear effect including coherent turbulent damping. See
the discussion in the vicinity of Eq. �99� below.�

We have yet to discuss the 	* contribution to the N�1�

term and the 	H contribution to the N�2� term. First, however,
consider what we have achieved so far, which is the steady-
state balance

I = �I0 + �2I2/� , �94�

where I have inserted an � in front of the discreteness term to
remind us that it is small. Equation �94� can be rewritten as
the quadratic equation

�2I2 − �I + ��I0 = 0. �95�

Of course, this can be solved exactly, but it is more instruc-
tive to analyze it qualitatively from the point of view of
asymptotic balances. Those can be conveniently visualized
by Kruskal diagrams,125,126 in which powers of the
asymptotic parameter � are plotted against powers of the
dependent variable I, then lines are brought up from below to
rest on the lowest-lying points. Those lines then connect the
terms that are in dominant asymptotic balance. To analyze
Eq. �95�, one needs to order � with �. First consider �
=O�1�. The associated Kruskal diagram is shown with solid
lines in Fig. 5. It shows one balance between the terms of
O�I1� and O�I0�, dominantly I=�I0. The other balance is be-
tween the terms of O�I1� and O�I2�: I=� /�2. These are the
two limiting cases we expect: a “laminar” solution with just
discreteness noise, and a turbulent solution. The latter is the
turbulent balance discussed by Kadomtsev if one writes �
=O��� and �2=O���.

It is, however, troubling that the spectral balance equa-
tion has provided two solutions, since it is unclear which one
to choose. One expects that as the drift-wave growth rate is

varied from −� to +� the spectral level should begin at the
discreteness level �I0 and, as � passes through 0, transition to
the driven state with I=� /�. Thus let us consider ���� and
inquire for what ordering all three terms of Eq. �95� are in
balance; that is where a transition between roots can occur.
As � is varied as a function of �, the points associated with
I0 and I1 move up or down while keeping their relative ori-
entation of −45°. Clearly all three terms balance when �
=O��� �the dashed-dotted line of Fig. 5�. This denotes a point
of bifurcation at which stability of the two solutions flips and
the stable solution crosses from one root to the other.

If one accepts that the limits are correct, the role of the
cross terms �the integrations of the N�1� term over 	* and the
N�2� term over 	H� must be to refine the transition between
regimes. Note that when a collective mode is brought to
marginal stability, a kind of critical opalescence ensues; that
intermediate regime is very difficult to treat.127 To explore it
quantitatively would require an exceedingly involved calcu-
lation that I shall not attempt.

I can, however, suggest a modified Kadomtsev equation
that correctly captures the expected qualitative behavior. Let
�I be the difference between the total fluctuation level and
the discreteness noise, �I� I− I0 �I now drop the ��. Then
heuristically replace I2 by �I2 in Eq. �94�, �I=�2�I2 /�. This
has the exact roots

�I = 0, �96a�

�I = �/�2. �96b�

The associated spectral evolution equation is

FIG. 4. Qualitative dependence of the nonlinear broadening rate � on linear
growth rate �. The broadening becomes small in the vicinity of marginal
stability and tracks ��� as ���→�.

FIG. 5. Kruskal diagrams for the dominant balances in the spectral balance
Eq. �95�, for various orderings of � with �. Powers n of the dependent
variable I are plotted on the abscissa; powers pn of � are plotted on the
ordinate. The point at �2,0� remains fixed while the n=0 and n=1 points
move up or down as the ordering of � with � is varied, maintaining a −45°
slope. The dashed-dotted line corresponding to �=O��� describes the cross-
over point at which all three terms are in balance and the stable physical
solution may switch from one root to the other.
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1

2

��I

�t
+ ��I = �2�I2. �97�

To understand the predictions of Eq. �97�, imagine varying �
for fixed I0. One needs a specific form for the nonlinear
damping ����. That follows from renormalized theory in the
form of the �−+ term, which as shown by Rose has the same
degree of complexity as does �−−, i.e., �−+=O�Rn̄−1f ,C�.
�−+ also scales with the triad interaction time �, which ex-
hibits various scalings with spectral intensity depending on
the strength of the turbulence. For purposes of illustration, I
shall adopt the quasilinear ordering and assume that �−+ can
be written as the sum of a small reference, discreteness-
induced broadening rate �0 �Ref. 128� and a collective-
turbulence-induced rate �nl��1�I. Thus

���� = − � + �0 + �1�I . �98�

The solution to Eq. �96b� is then readily found to be

�I = �� − �0�/� , �99�

where ���1−�2 ��0 for consistency�. It is straightfor-
ward to analyze Eq. �97� for the linear stability of the roots
�96a� and �99�. Assuming that perturbations vary as e�t, one
finds

�I = 0: � = 2�� − �0� , �100a�

�I = �� − �0�/�: � = − 2�� − �0� . �100b�

Thus for ���0 one must select the stable �I=0 root, which
describes the base level of discreteness noise. For ��0, the
turbulent root is stable and the solution asymptotes to the
Kadomtsev solution I→� /�. This piecewise-linear behavior
is graphed in Fig. 6, where it is also contrasted with
Kadomtsev’s original prediction. To normalize the two pre-
dictions, I have chosen q=�*I0 ��*=O�1� and �0=O���� so
that Kadomtsev’s solution intersects I= I0 for ��−�*. Ka-
domtsev’s curve correctly smooths out the piecewise-linear
approximation, interpolating between negative and positive �
and showing the amplification of the thermal level in the
vicinity of marginal stability �effects presumably captured by
the cross terms that have been omitted in the integration of
the spectral balance�. In essence, the two models differ only

in their behavior for large negative �, for which Kadomtsev
predicts no fluctuations at all whereas the present model as-
ymptotes to the discreteness level. This minor difference is
inessential for discussing the level of fluctuations far above
threshold.

In discussing interpolations of the spectral level in the
vicinity of marginal stability, one should note that, in detail,
it matters at what frequency the discreteness noise is emitted,
even though the usual spectral balance equation for Ck�t�
merely describes the total energy in a given k, integrated
over all frequencies. If discreteness noise resides in high-
frequency stable normal modes, while the collective instabil-
ity is at low frequency, the interaction between them should
be highly nonresonant and there should be little effect on the
collective mode. This is the behavior observed by Jenkins
and Lee47 in their simulations of a simple model.

Whether or not marginal amplification exists, it is more
relevant to consider behavior on the turbulent branch. For the
turbulent solution �99�, the total broadening rate is readily
evaluated to give

� = ��2

�
��� − �0� . �101�

For ���0, the solution switches to the �I=0 branch and
�=−�+�0. Thus for the piecewise-linear model

���� = �� − �0��1 �� � �0�
�2/� �� � �0� ,

� �102�

in qualitative agreement with Fig. 4.
On the turbulent branch, � varies monotonically with �,

which is intuitively reasonable. However, another frequently
voiced belief is that the effect of discreteness noise should be
to increase the total broadening.129 Although that is true on
the laminar branch, it is contradicted by formula �101� for
the turbulent branch, which decreases as �0 is increased for
fixed �. This behavior occurs because �0 opposes the linear
forcing. The net forcing �−�0 then sets the size of the non-
linear transfer, which is related to the net size of the
turbulence-induced nonlinearity and ultimately determines
the total broadening. �If �2 were set to zero, that broadening
would vanish. That unphysical result is the implicit predic-
tion of the early resonance-broadening theory of
Dupree.7,130,131� That � vanishes for �=�0 is due to the
overly simplistic piecewise-linear model; it remains positive
in a Kadomtsev-type interpolation.

I stress that the new spectral evolution equation �97� has
not been derived rigorously. The validity of the detailed con-
sequences derived from there is therefore uncertain. My
goals have been to �i� demonstrate that there is no inherent
contradiction in the possibility that enhancing discreteness
noise may lead to decreased turbulent broadening, and �ii�
elucidate the minimal level of complexity faced by anyone
who would attempt analytical estimates of spectral balances
in the face of arbitrary noise sources. That complexity is
nontrivial, no matter how simple various heuristic guesses
might appear to be. There is clearly room for considerable

FIG. 6. Behavior of saturated intensity as a function of growth rate. Dashed
line: piecewise-linear model; dashed-dotted-dotted line: Kadomtsev’s pre-
diction; solid line: smooth interpolation of the piecewise-linear model.
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further work. However, it would appear that, as for so many
other topics, Kadomtsev correctly distilled the essence of the
behavior.

4. Turbulent broadening and turbulent flux

A basic goal of numerical simulation and analytical
theory is calculation of the flux Q that appears in the conti-
nuity equation �t���+�xQ=0 �here written in the absence of
external sources� for the mean �background� field ��� ��=n
or T�. Even given a basic understanding of spectral balance,
it is nontrivial to determine Q. The problem is that Q re-
quires cross correlations such as ��VE,x�T�, whereas the
analyses of the spectral balance I have given so far focus
merely on turbulent intensities. One popular way of sidestep-
ping this issue invokes the quasilinear approximation,
wherein the requisite phase relations are extracted from lin-
ear theory. An entire industry has been developed here, but a
review thereof is beyond the scope of this article.

In lieu of rigorous solutions for cross correlations, an
alternate approach more in the spirit of nonlinear turbulence
theory is to write Q=−D�x���, then estimate D from the
mean infinitesimal response. This is an approximation be-
cause for nonlinear problems incremental and steady-state
transport coefficients are distinct entities. However, although
their values will surely be numerically different, one may
hope that they at least share common scalings. Now mean
infinitesimal response is nothing but the dynamics of the
response function R. Therefore I consider the long-
wavelength limit of the fluctuation-induced contributions to
���� and write them in diffusive form, i.e., proportional to
k2. In principle, the results of the spectral sums implicit in
the �’s may differ depending on the source of the fluctua-
tions. Following Ref. 1, I postulate that the discreteness
noise gives rise to isotropic diffusion while I allow for the
possibility that the contribution from collective turbulence is
anisotropic; thus

�0 + �nl = k2D0 + kr
2Dnl, �103�

where k2�kr
2+k�

2. The left-hand side of Eq. �103� can be
calculated from the piecewise-linear model to be f1�− f2�0,
where f i��i /�. The macroscopic diffusion coefficient D is
now asserted to be the sum of D0 and Dnl, which can be
easily found to be

D = D0 + Dnl = f1� �
kr

2� − � k�
2

k2 + f2���0

kr
2 � . �104�

This predicts that D decreases as �0 increases. Note that the
effect exists for f2=0 �incoherent noise neglected� and is
enhanced for the physical situation with f20. Furthermore,
it persists even for k�=0 if f20. The reduction arises as the
consequence of balances involving the integrated spectral
level, and is thus robust. It is not, for example, related to
some sort of subtle modification of a kinetic resonance that
might affect the basic size of �. It is a generic property of
energy-conserving nonlinear mode coupling in the face of
the competition between linear growth and noise-induced
damping.

VI. NONEQUILIBRIUM SPECTRAL BALANCE
WITH �F-PIC SAMPLING NOISE

The discussion of the previous section focused on the
role of noise due to discrete particles. I now consider the
consequences of sampling noise in the �f algorithm. For-
mally, the problem can be posed as the calculation of the
statistical properties of the smooth �f �or w� equation
coupled to the discrete Klimontovich marker equation. As we
have seen above, the coupling is cubic and formidable to
renormalize in all generality. However, Hu and Krommes5

showed that one can make progress when the discreteness
effects are small.

Hu and Krommes pointed out that in the presence of
sampling error two kinds of shielding effects occur. First,
there is the conventional process whereby any bare fluctua-
tion �from either turbulent mode coupling or sampling error�
is shielded by the full dielectric function D of the turbulent
medium �considered to be smooth�. Second, the discrete
marker positions are perturbed by the presence of sampling
error and will respond such that the error is reduced. This
latter effect �also a kind of shielding� is small in the �f
algorithm because the size of the Klimontovich fluctuation is
weighted by w.

To be more quantitative, I consider the �f equation in
the presence of sampling error �denoted by a breve accent�:

��t − L̂�� f̃ + �z · ���Ṽ + �V̆�� f̃� = 0. �105�

Here �Ṽ is a linear functional of � f̃ , �V̆=O��Nmw̃� is the
second term of Eq. �62b� and the source of sampling error in
Eq. �105�, and the tilde denotes randomness due to �only� the
sampling error �not collective turbulence�. One may write

� f̃ =� f̄ +�f�, where the overline denotes an average over the
sampling noise. To obtain the marker fluctuations �Nm, one
may begin with the Klimontovich-type equation

��t − L̂�Ñm + �z · ���Ṽ + �V̆�Ñm� = 0. �106�

The equation for the smooth marker distribution Fm follows
by averaging Eq. �106� over just the microscopic noise:

��t − L̂�Fm + �z · ��V̄Fm� + �z · ��V��Nm� + �z · ��V̆�Nm�

= 0, �107�

where �V̄��V�� f̄�. The last term of Eq. �107� is analogous
to the plasma collision operator; I shall neglect it by assum-
ing that the noise is sufficiently small. To understand the
term in �V�, one must return to Eq. �105�, which decom-
poses into

0 = ��t − L̂�� f̄ + �z · ��V̄� f̄� + �z · ��V��f��

+ �z · ��V̆�f�� , �108a�

0 = ��t − L̂��f� + �z · ��V̄�f�� + �z · ��V�� f̄�

+ �z · ��V̆� f̄ + ¯ � , �108b�

where quadratic fluctuation terms have not been written ex-
plicitly and will be assumed to be negligible. The underlined
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term involves velocity fluctuations due to collective turbu-
lence and behaves as a random correction to the linear propa-

gator. Thus �f��−R�z · ��V̆� f̄�, where R is a Vlasov-type
response function �including velocity fluctuations due to the
microturbulence�. R describes how the sampling error due to

�V̆ is shielded by the dielectric properties D of the turbulent
medium to give rise to the observable noise �f�. Since �f�
=O��V̆�, the third term of Eq. �107� is negligible as well.
Finally, the Klimontovich fluctuation obeys

��t − L̂��Nm + �z · ��V̄�Nm� + �z · ��V�Fm� + �z · ��V̆Fm�

+ ¯ . �109�

Although this equation is similar in form to Eq. �108b�, a

fundamental difference is that �V�=O��V̆�=O��Nmw�. This
term is related to the second, marker-shielding effect men-
tioned above and will be neglected because of the extra fac-
tor of w.

With the �V� and �V̆ terms neglected in Eq. �109�, we
see that the test markers essentially propagate undisturbed,
exactly as discrete physical particles do at lowest order �cf.
Eq. �32��. It is here that one makes the connection to the
general structure of Rose’s renormalized equations for dis-
crete particles. It would appear that the form to be expected
for the spectral balance equation in the presence of both tur-
bulence and sampling error is just Eq. �63�, with N�1� reduced
by a factor of W from the usual calculation of discreteness
noise. This implies that all of the estimates given in Secs.
V B 3 and V B 4 for the dependence of broadening and flux
on discreteness level can be taken over intact, and would
appear to justify the basic strategy adopted in Ref. 1. Of
course, it is not sufficient to argue merely on the basis of a
Kadomtsev-type equation �as I have done for pedagogical
reasons�, since that does not deal with wave-number-
dependent quantities. The reader should consult Ref. 1 for
the details of the more complete analyses and numerical ex-
periments that support the conclusions of Nevins et al. that
certain simulations can be noise-dominated.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A workhorse of modern plasma microturbulence theory
is nonlinear gyrokinetics. The most physically transparent
and numerically efficient form of that equation20 displays the
effects of ion polarization as a large “permittivity of the gy-
rokinetic vacuum”4,22 and enables one to treat GK plasmas as
Hamiltonian dynamical systems21,72 in their own right. The
�f method proposes to solve the GKE by advancing in time
the correction �f � f − f0 from a given reference distribution.
In general, f0 is not the time-asymptotic steady-state distri-
bution, in which case �f ��f , where �f is the conventional
fluctuation from the statistical mean.

The PIC approach to solving the �f equation introduces
Monte Carlo sampling error that can be treated quite simi-
larly to the fluctuation noise associated with discrete par-
ticles in many-body plasmas. Sampling noise can mix with
or indirectly affect the turbulent fluctuations, the simulation
of which is the goal. Statistical formalism that systematically
includes both turbulent signal and sampling noise can be

developed. Although the details are extremely complicated in
all generality, the structure of the theory is reasonably clear
and sensible approximations can be made in the limit of
small noise.

A source of some confusion in the literature has been the
failure to clearly distinguish between �i� gyrokinetic plasmas
consisting of discrete “particles” �gyrocenters�; and �ii� the
smooth �f-Poisson system, one solution procedure for which
is PIC. Although there are many similarities between the two
models, their governing equations are not identical, and
one’s thinking can easily be led astray by failing to make the
distinction.

The rigorous fluctuation-dissipation theorem applies
only to discrete particle systems in thermal equilibrium. Be-
cause for weakly coupled systems the FDT can be formu-
lated entirely in terms of the linear approximation to the
dielectric function, it is easy to use; however, there is no
justification �or necessity132� for using it away from thermal
equilibrium, particularly for unstable plasmas. For slightly
nonequilibrium but stable plasmas, the Klimontovich formal-
ism leads to a fluctuation spectrum that is quite similar in
form to the prediction of the FDT. It is the prediction of the
nonequilibrium Klimontovich equation that naturally gener-
alizes to steady turbulent states, not that of the FDT.

In turbulent states that are far from thermal equilibrium,
the spectral balance equation replaces the FDT. Both have
the general steady-state form

S�k,�� =
N�k,��

�D�k,���2
. �110�

The distinction is that in thermal equilibrium the numerator
�forcing� function N is calculable from the imaginary part of
the dielectric function D, whereas that is not the case in
general. Note that even in thermal equilibrium it is not trivial
to calculate the fully nonlinear dielectric if the coupling is
strong because D depends on the fluctuation level through all
orders in the coupling. That problem is compounded in the
nonequilibrium theory, in which two distinct functions �the
response function R and the correlation function C� are
coupled through all orders. A systematically renormalized
theory appropriate for weak coupling is Rose’s particle
direct-interaction approximation �PDIA�.53

The PDIA is a renormalization of the quadratically non-
linear Klimontovich equation. The statistical theory of sam-
pling noise can be formulated as a renormalization problem
for the coupled equations for �f and the marker distribution

Ñm; however, that system is cubically nonlinear. Although
Rose’s methods could be generalized to handle such a sys-
tem, no attempt has been made to do so here because of the
considerable complexity of the general result. However, for
weak coupling it was argued that one again recovers a bal-
ance equation of the form �110�, in which the sampling noise
is additive to the turbulent noise in the numerator N. The
sampling noise spectrum is the one calculated from the dis-
crete marker distribution, reduced by the mean-square par-
ticle weight.

Various discussions of the effects of sampling noise have
been based on a heuristic spectral evolution equation pro-
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posed by Kadomtsev �Eq. �82��. That equation is slightly too
simplistic when discreteness noise is added because it fails to
distinguish between the linear growth rate of collective in-
stabilities and the damping rate of the discreteness noise
�level I0�. However, it seems to capture the essence of the
interplay between noise and mode coupling. The general
form of the k- and �-dependent spectral balance equation
can be used to derive Kadomtsev-type equations. One pre-
diction from a simple piecewise-linear model of the depen-
dence of spectral level on linear growth rate is that the total
spectral broadening may decrease when I0 is increased be-
cause the noise interferes with the linear excitation. If mac-
roscopic transport coefficients are estimated from that broad-
ening �which essentially amounts to equating the incremental
and steady-state diffusion coefficients�, then another predic-
tion is that the total diffusion coefficient is reduced by in-
creasing I0, as argued in Ref. 1. These general arguments do
not invoke the FDT.

Given that sensible estimates of the effects of sampling
noise can be made, the reader may well ask, “Are �f-PIC
simulations noise-dominated or not?” The answer is clearly,
“it depends.” Modern simulations that are argued to be well
converged are described, for example, in Refs. 3, 133, and
134, and many more will appear. However, that does not
vitiate the need for workable analytical estimates of, and
numerical diagnostics for, the effects of algorithmic noise
along the lines described in Ref. 1.

In this article I have attempted to survey some of the
theories of statistical dynamics as applied to both equilib-
rium and nonequilibrium situations. Although for nonlinear
couplings of arbitrary size the theory is complex and defies
simple quantitative predictions, qualitative arguments based
on the general structure of the coupled renormalized equa-
tions for the correlation and response functions can be used
to good advantage to make simple, testable predictions about
the effects of sampling noise on transport and to motivate
appropriate simulation diagnostics.1 More generally, statisti-
cal methods are useful for many situations encountered in the
physics of confined plasmas;7 they deserve a place in the
toolbox of every plasma theorist.
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APPENDIX A: FOURIER TRANSFORM CONVENTIONS

A consistent set of Fourier transform conventions is as
follows. For discrete spatial transforms in a periodic box of
length L, Ak=L−1	0

Ldx e−ikxA�x� and A�x�=�ke
ikxAk. For con-

tinuous transforms �L→��, A�k�=	−�
� dx e−ikxA�x� and A�x�

= �2��−1	−�
� dk eikxA�k�. One passes from a discrete represen-

tation to a continuous one by replacing �k→	−�
� dk /�k ��k

�2� /L is the mode spacing� and Ak→A�k� /L.

APPENDIX B: THE LOWEST-ORDER INFINITESIMAL
RESPONSE FUNCTION

Here the form of the lowest-order infinitesimal response
function is discussed in order to introduce the lowest-order
dielectric function and to clarify the distinction between the
response function R and the single-particle propagator g. In
the absence of magnetic drifts, the gyrokinetic equation is

�tF + v�F + V̄E · �F + �q/m�Ē�v
F = 0. �B1�

If one introduces a generalized velocity V� �VE , ẑqE /m�
and a generalized derivative �� ��� , ẑ�v

�, for future use
adds a statistically sharp source of particles �̂, and indicates
random quantities by tildes, Eq. �B1� can be written as

�tF̃ + v�F̃ + V̄
˜

· �F̃ = �̂ , �B2�

where V̄
˜

�J0Ṽ and J0�J0�k�v� /�c�. By definition, the ran-

dom infinitesimal response function R̃ is the Green’s function
that describes the response to an infinitesimal source, i.e.,

R̃�z , t ;z� , t����F̃�z , t� /��̂�z� , t��, where � /��̂ denotes func-

tional differentiation. R̃ obeys

�tR̃ + v�R̃ + V̄
˜

· �R̃ + �F̃ · V̄ˆ R̃ = ��z − z����t − t�� ,

�B3�

where V̂ is the linear operator that converts distribution

function to velocity: Ṽ=V̂F̃. The mean response function R

is the statistical average of R̃, R� �R̃�. In general, the average
of Eq. �B3� does not lead to a closed equation for R because
Eq. �B3� is quadratic in random quantities. That problem is
dealt with in the formal renormalization schemes.58,7 How-

ever, if fluctuations are ignored, e.g., F̃��F�, then a solvable
problem is defined for the lowest-order response function
R�0�:

�g�0��−1R�0� + ��F� · V̄ˆ R�0� = ��z − z����t − t�� , �B4�

where the zeroth-order particle propagator g�0� has been in-
troduced. g�0� is Green’s function for zeroth-order particle
motion:

��t + v� + �V̄� · ��g�0� = ��z − z����t − t�� . �B5�

Subsequently I shall neglect any background velocity or

electric field, �V̄�=0.
Equation �B4� is essentially the linearized gyrokinetic

equation. It can be solved by simple operator manipulations.
The formal solution of Eq. �B4� rewritten as �g�0��−1R�0�

=I−��F� ·V̄ˆ R�0� is

R�0� = g�0� − g�0���F� · V̄ˆ R�0�. �B6�

Upon applying V̄ˆ , one constructs an equation for the induced
velocity:
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V̄ˆ R�0� = V̄ˆ g�0� − V̄ˆ g�0���F� · V̄ˆ R�0�, �B7�

or, upon dividing out the J0 implicit in V̄ˆ ,

�I + V̂g�0�J0��F�� · V̂R�0� = V̂g�0�. �B8�

The second-rank tensor on the left-hand side formally de-
fines a dielectric tensor. However, in the electrostatic case
where the velocity is a fixed �wave-number-dependent� vec-
tor times the electrostatic potential, it is not hard to show that
the dielectric scalar

D�0� = 1 + V̂ · g�0�J0��F� �B9�

enters, and that

V̂R�0� = �D�0��−1V̂g�0�. �B10�

This solution can be inserted into Eq. �B6� to yield an ex-
pression for R�0� itself,

R�0� = g�0� − g�0�J0��F� · �D�0��−1V̂g�0�. �B11�

Either of the forms �B6� and �B11� shows the important dis-
tinction between R and g, namely that R includes self-
consistent response while g does not.

In the absence of magnetic drifts and for a Maxwellian
background, one has

V̂ = � c

B
ẑ� �ik�,−

q

m
ik� ̂ , �B12a�

� = �− Ln
−1x̂,− v/vt

2� , �B12b�

where  ̂�4���GVk2�−1�s�n̄q�s	dvJ0,s. One then obtains the
lowest-order GK dielectric function in the form

DG
�0� = 1 + �

s
� kDs

2

�GVk2��s

�
 dv� �*s − kv

� − kv + i�
�FM,s�v� . �B13�

In thermal equilibrium, �* must be set to zero; one then
recovers Eq. �43�.

A natural question is how to renormalize these lowest-
order results. In the context of unmagnetized Vlasov theory,
DuBois and Espedal122 showed and Rose confirmed53 that

the form �B10� is preserved, i.e., V̂R=D−1V̂g, provided that
D and g are renormalized appropriately �a subtle issue7�. In
fact, the form Eq. �B13� is preserved under renormalization
provided a particular nonlinear correction is made to �F�:
�F�→ F̄�F+O�C�.

APPENDIX C: GYROKINETIC NORMAL MODES

Let us consider the normal modes of the electrostatic
gyrokinetic plasma, first in the absence of background gradi-
ents ��*=0�. For Maxwellian background, one analyzes the
roots of Eq. �B13�,

0 = 1 + �
s
� kDs

2

�GVk2��s
 dv � − kv

� − kv + i�
�FM,s�v� . �C1�

It is easy to see that no normal modes exist for � /k�vti,
since in that limit the right-hand side of Eq. �C1� becomes
positive-definite �both species respond adiabatically�. In the
intermediate regime vti�� /k�vte, the ion response is fluid-
like and one may expand ��−kv�−1��−1�1+kv /��. What
results are the ion sound waves,

�2 =
k

2c̄s
2

1 + �k�De�2�GV�k�
, �C2�

where c̄s
2�cs

2�i. In the limit Ti→0,

1 + �k�De�2�GV�k� � 1 + k2�De
2 + k�

2 �s
2 � 1 + k�

2 �s
2, �C3�

demonstrating the important shielding effect of the ion po-
larization drift. For Ti=Te �complete thermal equilibrium�,
these excitations are heavily damped and do not qualify as
normal modes.

For � /kvte�1, both species obey fluid response; one
finds20

�2 �	H
2 � � k

2

k2� �̄p
2

�GV�k�
. �C4�

In this form, these high-frequency modes are seen to be es-
sentially magnetized Langmuir oscillations, with response
reduced by the plasma shielding. In the cold-ion, long-
wavelength limit �GV��s

2 /�De
2 , one finds that �p

2 /�GV

���ce��ci; thus these modes are variants of the lower hybrid
waves. In the fluid limit, these modes are very weakly Lan-
dau damped and can be shown to carry virtually all of the
equilibrium fluctuation energy. This is completely analogous
to the situation in unmagnetized plasma, where the Langmuir
waves carry the equilibrium energy when k�De�1.

For �*�0 and vti�� /k�vte, one finds the electron
drift wave

� =
�*e�i

1 + �k�De�2�GV�k�
�

�*e

1 + k�
2 �s

2 . �C5�

Although the electrostatic approximation is useful for
simple numerical tests and elucidation of basic physical pro-
cesses, it is not necessarily realistic. Transition to an electro-
magnetic regime occurs nominally when the Alfvén velocity
cA� �B2 /4�nimi�1/2 becomes smaller than the electron ther-
mal velocity. One has cA

2 /vte
2 =!e

−1�me /mi�, where !e

�4�neTe /B2; thus fluctuations are electromagnetic for !e

me /mi, which is easily satisfied. It can be shown135 that
when k�

2 �e
2�1, where �e�c /�pe is the electron skin depth,

the 	H modes metamorphose into shear Alfvén waves.136

Although numerical algorithms appropriate for this regime,
as well as the theory of fluctuations associated with the
Alfvén waves,135 are of considerable contemporary
interest,137 space constraints and my focus on spectral bal-
ance preclude a detailed discussion of electromagnetic ef-
fects here.
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APPENDIX D: RECOVERY OF THE WEAKLY
COUPLED FLUCTUATION SPECTRUM
FROM THE DYSON EQUATIONS OF ROSE

In this appendix I sketch how to recover from Rose’s
Dyson equations the familiar spectrum �33� of weakly
coupled discrete particles. Rose proved that

��N�1,t��N�2,t���+ = R�1,t;2,t��n2
−1f�2,t��

+ C+�1,t,2,t�� + G3+�1,t;2,t+� ;2,t�� ,

�D1�

where the subscript + denotes a one-sided function in time.
G3 is a certain three-point cumulant. Rose explained that
such cumulants can be expressed in terms of R, C, and a
renormalized three-point vertex function �3. Such vertex
functions �generalized skewness� figured prominently in the
original work of MSR; for some discussion, see Ref. 7. Rose
also noted that in the PDIA one has �3��3, where �3 is
essentially the nonlinear coupling coefficient in the Klimon-
tovich equation. I shall not write the explicit expression for
G3 here, but that function will be important momentarily.

We need the Fourier transform of the two-sided function
��N�1��N�2�� �from which one can construct the field spec-

trum by applying Ê to both arguments�, which is
2 Re��N�N��k ,��. Thus, omitting �k ,�� arguments,

��E�E� = 2 Re�ÊRn−1fÊ†� + ÊC�k,��Ê† + ÊG3Ê†.

�D2�

I have left C as the two-sided function because it is that
function that is predicted from the Dyson equation: C

=R�−−R†. One may use ÊR=D−1Êg to find

��E�E� = 2 Re�D−1Êgn−1fÊ†� +
Êg�−g†Ê†

�D�2
+ ÊG3Ê†.

�D3�

The first term can be written as

2 Re�D−1Êgn−1fÊ†� =
2 Re��1 + �*��Êgn−1fÊ†��

�D�2
, �D4�

where � is the susceptibility. One can easily show that the
first, vacuum, term reduces precisely to the desired result if
one uses the zeroth-order propagator g�0�. Thus,

2 Re�Êg�0�n−1fÊ†� = 2�k�k
*Re�

s,s�

�n̄q�s�n̄q�s�
 dv dv�

�
��v − v���s,s�

− i�� − k · v + i��
1

ns�
fs��v�� �D5a�

=2��k�k
*�

s

�n̄q2�s
 dv��� − k · v�fs�v� .

�D5b�

By using Rose’s approximate form �88� of �−− and the result
G3�RRC�3, one can also show with straightforward algebra
that the � term is canceled by �−−

�1�.

By recovering the usual fluctuation spectrum from the
renormalized field theory, I have demonstrated a necessary
consistency. The exercise emphasizes that the distinction be-
tween ��N�N� and C �well known in Klimontovich theory�
must be handled with care. It also provides insight that will
be of use when we consider the second-order theory, as will
be seen in Sec. V B 3.
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